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FOREWORD

Iwould like to thank Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc. (LVA) for the
opportunity to serve as an Advisor to the National Endowment for the

Humanities /LVA/Library project to create humanities material for the adult
new reader.

The introduction of the humanities into the field of adult basic education is
long overdue. This handbook, developed in collaboration with libraries, is a
valuable toolit gives clear, concise instruction in implementing the process to
create this much needed material.

It is my hope that the handbook will be utilized throughout the country in
order that the many-faceted world of the humanities may become an integral
part of each adult new reader's learning program.

Jean E. Coleman, Director
Office of Library Outreach Service
American Library Association
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V.K. Lawson, Ph.D., has degrees in Bible/theology, literacy journalism,
cognitive anthropology and theoretical linguistics. Her professional back-
ground includes newspaper, and elementary reading text editing, and So-
cial Science, Humanities, and English composition teaching it the univer-
sity level. She is currently Coordinator, Research and Development, LVA.
She was Director of the NEH/LVA/Library project which developed the
process for creating humanities materials for the adult new reader pre-
sented in this handbook.

About Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc.:
Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc. 0 'IA) is a non-profit corporation

which trains individuals and organizat. ,, working through voluntary
programs, to tutor adults in basic reading and conversational English.
Over 13,000 students are being tutored through LVA's 120 member organi-
zations in twenty-six states. More than 65,000 people have already re-
ceived LVA assistance.
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INTRODUCTION

,-rhousands of the over 23 million adult functional illiterates in the United
1 States are in tutoring programs. Even as they are learning to read, the need

for enjoyable and challenging material arises:
That need exposes a major problem for reading tutors: Very little stimulat-

ing material exists for vie adult with a less than fifth grade reading ability.
Coping materials which deal with the mechanics of life, such as filling out

job applications or registering to vote, do exist in quantity, but coiiing mate-
rials which encourage independent thought. inform, or give pleasure are lack-
ing. The humanities provide the basis for developing the less tangible yet very
necessary coping skill of thinking.*

Librarians and others who are concerned about teaching literacy skills can
do something about this appalling lack of humanities materials for the adult
new reader. They can create the materials at the local level.

In 1980, the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) awarded Lit-
eracy Volunteers of America (LVA) a two-year grant to develop a process for
creating humanities materials for the adult new reader on the 1st to 4th grade
reading level by working with local libraries and humanists. The Project was
designed to answer three questions:

1. Do humanities topics interest the adult new reader?
2. Can humanists learn to write at these lower reading levels?
3. Can a guide be written to enable other library/literacy programs to

duplicate the process?

As the Project developed and was modified, all three questions were
answered with an emphatic "yes."

The subject areas covered by the humanists were: anthropology, history,
folklore, ethics, philosophy, values, criminal justice, natural history, ethnic
studies, art, art appreciation, religion, comparative religion, the Bible, and
literature. These materials were presented in essays, stories and poems.

Literacy Volunteer tutors used these materials for instructional and recrea-
tional reading with their learners. They reported that the learners were so
encourage I to get essays and stories rek.vant to their lives that some were
reading b ,nd their tested level.

The L. rs' enthusiastic acceptance of the materials demonstrated that
abstract humanities topics, if tied to real life, could be read and enjoyed by the
adult new reader.

'In 107Q Literacy Volunwert, of
Amenca Inc VA) working
with libraries and adult new

reader, developed an annotated
of adult low-level

reading materials with humanis-
tic content as a National Endow-
ment for the Humanities (NEM
protect Seventy-seven percent

(77'; ) of the 272 titles in the Bib-
liography are grade levels 5

through 8, while only twenty-
three percent (23%1 are at lower

les el% 7 he need to encourage
publication of humanities mate-
rials at grade level, I through 4
tsas identa led by all of the Pro-

iect participants, and is reflected
in that proiect's evaluation

report
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The humanists learned to write for the adult new reader. They participated
in a writers' workshop and met repeatedly with the le:, ners and tutors. The
learners and tutors discussed the subjects and manuscripts with the human-
ists. The degree of contact between the humanists and the tutor 'learner teams
directly affected the humanists success in conveying their abstract ideas in
concrete terms: the more contact, the less complex thesentence stnicti.re and
vocabulary in the materials. This contact was the most important factor in
the humanists' success as wnters for this project.

The process developed during the first year with two library-literacy pro-
grams was the foundation on which this handbook was drafted. The hand-
book in draft form was used the second y'ar by six library-literacy programs
in various parts of the country. The potential for program modification has
been built into the handbook as a result of changes found necessary to meet
local conditions.

A combination of paid and volunteer staff, learners, tutors, and humanists
went through t:ie process at locations in Texas. Maryland, Maine, New.' York,
Indiana, Connecticut and Massachusetts. The eight libraries chosen ranged
from inner-city to rural, from college town to farming community. Over 400
people at the local levil worked to make this NEH/LVA /Library materials
creation process a success.

This handbook is the result of two years of applying, evaluating, and refin-
ing the process. In The Need chapter, the author advocates continued and
expanded library support for adult literacy training and explains why the
humanities are essential to teaching the basic skills of thinking and compre-
hension. In A Solution chapter, the contributions of each group involved in a
materials creation project are presented.

However, the handbook's primary focus is on providing a detailed yet
flexible guide to creating humanities materials for the adult new reader.

This process can be implemented by a variety of institutions colleges,
museums, historical societies, extension services or adult basic education pro-
grams working with local literacy programs and libraries.

I wish you success as you undertake a most exciting effort in creating hu-
manities materials for the adult new reader.

V.K. Lawson, Ph.D.
Project Director



THE NEED:

Humanities Materials for the Adult New Reader

Nfaterials in the humanities which can be read by adult new readers are
/scarce, and those which are of interest to adult readers are even more

rare. Most materials written below the 5th grade, or independent, reading
level are directed to children or teens and are of little interest to adults.

Because of this lack, adult new readers are cut off from the mainstream of
American political and cultural heritage. They are denied the type of reading
which develops critical thinking skills, informs, and brings pleasure.

Cri ical thinking skills are developed by reading materials which challenge
ideas present alternatives, and recognize that adults have life experiences to
draw upon. Adult new readers are first of all adults that means they have a
speaking vocabulary which reflects their history. It means they have extensive
experiences in living. It means they have survived. But, even so, they are
restricted, prevented from becoming all they could become because they live
in a society which has a written history, not an oral history; which has a
written tradition, not an oral tradition; which has written law, not oral law.
People who do not have access to this written wealth of knowledge do not
have the resources to which they, as citizens, have a right.

There is more to coping than getting a driver's license and filling out forms.
Coping includes the basic skill of thinking, that is, of weighing evidence,
understanding society's traditions and allusions, understanding possibilities
for individual growth and public responsibility.

Humanities materials provide a tool for encouraging the skill of reading
which includes thinking. If reading were merely the decoding and filling out
of forms, if one read only to cope with the basic legal requirements of life,
then once that goal was met, the adult new reader would stop reading
logically having no reason to go on. Reading skills not used would be lost. It is

10



2 THE NEED

the responsibility of a library-literacy program to establish readers, to make
reading habitual. And that is done by providing thought-provoking, read-
able materials on a variety of subjects which interest adults.

The need for making the humanities accessible to the adult new reader lies
in the nature of the humanities. The humanities are those subject areas and
that manner of approach which deal with what makes a person human: Feel-
ings, values, principles, histr,ry, and religion They can deal w ith those areas
from a historical or comps- ative stance. The humanities provide contact with
alternate ways of thinking; they provide the forum for developing critical
thinking skills.

The label humanit.es does not only denote the traditional content with
which those who h::.ve had extended education tend to equate it The content
can, should, and wi'l vary by ethnic, racial and cultural heritage. The hu-
manities range from what people think (philosophy), to what people believe
(religion), to what people write (literature), to what people act upon (ethics)
(Bradford, p. 35). They also include a peoples' sense of their past and of
themselves.

The humanities can be defined as an approach to subject matter which
relates that subject matter to values and value judgments. In their best form
the humanities cause readers to think and to question, to build their otfn
value systems. Reading in the humanities should cause people to become
more aware of their own ethical standards. They need not change those stan-
dards, but one would hope that such reading would lead to true tolerance of
other ways of thinking and being.

Why Teach Humanities to Basic Education Students? (Mackay and Jones,
1975) contains a number of well-reasoned essays, based on experience, deal-
ing with the rights of basic education students to humanities materifils.

The essays were written by adult educators and lean heavily towards a
pragmatic use of humanities.

Creative and imaginative individuals are not and never
will be satisified with coping skills. Coping skills may
improve one's chances of receiving a weekly pay check,
but they cannot cure frustration and alienation. Only
an education that puts a person in touch with his or her
humanity can do that. (Jones, p.36)

By including the humanities among instructional materials for teaching
reading skills right from the beginning, one is actually making a commitment
to apply critical thinking skills to reading. Language experience stories, word
patterns, consonants/phonics, and sight words are all techniques which can
be applied to humanities materials right from the first tutorial lesson. After
all, what are people's language experiences but life experiences and what are
life experiences if not humanities?

, More Library Involvement Needed
That there is a dearth of humanities materials written for this adult new

feader market is not surprising given that the reality and the scope of the
illiteracy program in the United States was not widely recognized until re-
cently. Library interest in the problem is even more recent. Eleanor T. Smith,
retired Library Services Program Officer, U.S. Office of Education, Region 11,
and a public librarian, has provided a plain-speaking history and evaluation
of libraries' involvement in literacy in the September 1980 issue of Catholic
Library World. She documents the spotty history of the commitment, noting
that the involvement has been growing under the encouragement of the
American Library Association (ALA) and the American Library Trustees As-
sociation (ALTA).

11
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THE NEED 3

Yet, libraries are in a unique position to assist in the education of the over 23
million functionally illiterate adults in the United States:

Libraries are as much a part of the community as schools. However,
unlike schools, they are not associated with failure by some of those who
have not learned to read.
Libraries are the place where adults as well as children go tc find ma-
terials to read. One would expect to find there the adult low reading
level materials which will extend and maintain literacy skills.
Libraries have staff with the expertise and resources to identify, maintain,
and create materials appropriate to the adult new reader.
Libraries, as public institutions, havea recognized responsibility to serve
the public, a' id functionally illiterate adults are a substantial portion of
that public be it rural, suburban, or urban.
Libraries daditionally have acted to maintin the reading skills of the pub-
lic by th "ir very presence. It is in their interest to make more people
readers znd thus gain a larger aurii0nce for their services.
Librarians and library trustees 1 ie the professional respect which en-
ables them to approach humanists and enlist them in the writing of mate-
rials.

The question no longer is "Should libraries be involved in teaching and
maintaining literacy skills?' , but rather, "How can a particular library meet
its responsibility to this portion of the public?"

Many libraries are fu.filling this responsibility by sponsoring tutorial read-
ing programs, providing space for tutorial p.-ograms, or building collections
of low reading level materials.

It is the opinion of traditional librarians, literacy resource librarians, and
lite' acy personnel who have gone through the materials creation proces:, as
described in this handbook that libraries could expand into creating materials
by making use of their professionally trained people, both paid and volun-
teer.

Adult beginning reading sujents learn most quickly in a one-to-one tuto-
rial situation. A trained reading tutor, meeting at least twice a week with a
learner, can establish a program which direct1- uses the learner's needs.
How does a library go about setting up such , .

In 1977, Helen Lyman, working with an ex, board of librarians,
literacy ,rofessionals, and adult educators, wrote Literacy and the Nation's
Libraries as part of an ALA national proji_ct. Her handbook gives an over-
view of the literacy problem, tells what some libraries have been doing, and
suggests a detail( d process for establishing a literacy progiam. ALA recently
completed a projecricitsrain state and regional librarians to utilize Lyman's
handbook and to impleinent literacy programs on a continuing basis.

For the past several years, LVA has been involved in the ALA effort to focus
library resources on the problem of illiteracy. As a result of this continuing
collaboration, inany succes ful public library-LVA programs are already in
operation.

LVAs experience in recruiting, training and supporting volunteers has con-
tributed significantly toward achieving the ALA goal of assuring the deliv: y
of information services to all the nation's people.

So work is expanding. Libraries are seeing their traditional role of service to
the public as including this previously neglected portion of the public.

12



A SOLUTION..
A Collaborative Venture

..

uccess in creating humanities materials depends on the collaboration of
Olibrarians, literacy program personnel (learners, tutors and program staff)
and humanists.

Each group beings indispensablc expertise to such a project. Librarians pro-
vide knowledge of collections and literary quality; humanists, the in-depth
knowledge of their fields; tutor/learner teams, the information as to what
they need and want to read, and the judgments of the material's quality and
appropriateness, and the literacy program staff, the knowledge of adult new
readers' needs.

Each group must integrate its particular expertise with that of 'he others,
keeping as the focal point the creation, production, and use of ..,imanities
materials for the adult new reader. The Process portion of this handbook
contaii.s the details of how this can be done.

Just what is needed from each group is discussed below.

Librarians
The librarians know the extent of their low-level, adult-interest materials

collections. They are the people vitally interested in increasing readership.
Easy to read stories which challenge the interests of adults, which come fro,n
the learner's own local area yet are an expansion of that world, will serve to
foster interest in reading. Because people differ in interests, differing subjects
need to be offered. That is why the librarians are so important. They are the
ones in the position to assure that ultimately a variety of subjects are covered
in the project. This in turn will assure the new adult reader of having a vari-
ety of low reading level materials from which to choose.

Literacy Program Personnel
One of the most unusual, yet necessary, features of the project is the inclu-

sion of learners, tutors and literacy staff members in the creation of materials
from the very first. Opinion and comment from each of these groups is vital
to the project's success.

LEARNERS

This materials creation project demands and emphasizes the philosophy
that adult new readers are capable of contributing to their own education.
The learners are asked to make judgments about the content and readability
of the manuscripts as they are being written. The approach demands that the
learner be respected.

One of the primary aims of reading education is to develop independent
readers. By treating the learner as a full partner in the creation of these locally
produced materials, you are adding the motivation of pride of creation. Be-
cause readers read what they are interested in and because the manuscripts
are based on the learners' expressed interests, you are creating matorials
which will be read. You are increasing the chances of more people learning to
read independently. (

13



6 A SOLUTION

That adult new readers do understand, enjoy and want to read materials in
the humanities is the message from the NEH/LVA/Library materials develop-
ment project. Stories, poems, and essays on such subjects as anthropology,
history, folklore, ethics, philosophy, values, criminal justice, natural history,
ethnic studies, art, art appreciation, religion, comparat've religion, and the
Bible were offered to the learners. The books were used, enjoyed and per-
ceived as relevant to their lives by learners in the NEHAVA/ Library project.

This acceptance of the humanities materials demonstrates that the humani-
ties must be incorporated into adult literacy programs. The principle that
"that which gives pleasure will be continued" is important to keep in mint..
when 'eaening adults. Adult new readers do not have a history of reading;
readir g is not what they do as a matter of course. Therefore, the more they
equate reading with enjoyment, the more reading they will do. One theme
running through this book is that thinking is a basic skill, but an equally
important theme is that for beginning readers to become habitual readers,
they must get "hooked" on reading.

TUTORS

Tutors are in a favored position to know the interests of the learners. They
have had to search for materials which interest their learners and therefore
know the need for adult books. In the materials creation project, they are the
ones who will, in some cases, convey their particular learner's needs and
wishes to the humanists, and in other cases provide the approval and support
which will allow the learners to interact directly with the humanists. Their
experience in teaching allows them to evaluate the materials. Their comments
keep the humanists and editors aware that they are dealing with instructional
materials, that new readers have particular needs in learning critical reading
skills and that a certain level of straight-forward concreteness must be main-
tained. The tutors usually have a strong influence over their learners and only
with tutor support of the project will the materials be successfully tested. It is
the tutors' enthusiastic and honest evaluation of the materials that will help
the local project's director decide which materials to edit further and which to
drop.

LITERACY STAFF MEMBERS

The literacy staff (both paid and volunteer), along with the tutors, have the
most contact with the learners and practical knowledge about literacy. Their
suggestions on subject areas are needed. In this project, the literacy staff along
with the librarians are the ones who must balance literary quality with liter-
acy needs in evaluating materials being created.

Humanists
The humanists bring to the project in-depth knowledge and enthusiasm for

their subject area. For the majority of humanists, the idea of illiteracy and the
realities of the adult new reader's life will be completely new. The humanists
will have the most adjustments to make in their thinking, both about their
potential readers and their own subjects.

Their eagerness to communicate excitement about their subject to the adult
new reader adds a positive feeling to the whole project.

This chapter began by stating all groups in the project were indispensable,
a conviction which grew out of the NEH/LVA/Library two-year experiment.
Involvement of library, literacy program staff, learners, tutors, and human-
ists at as many points as feasible in the creation of the humanities materials
will result in books that are read.

The process works.



THE PROCESS

Creating humanities materials for the adult new reader, as evidenced in the
NEH/LVA /Library project, consists of several discrete components.

Each component entails distinct activities and each could be managed by a
different person with one overall administrator.

Costs and fund-raising for the execution of the project could also be
divided along component lines. In doing this, no one source would need to be
responsible for the total costs.

As the project proceeds, some of the components and component activities
will be concurrent. As the initial steps of selecting humanists and subject
areas, and scheduling the Initial meeting take place, the LLC will contact all
involved and will be able to judge support for the project among the tutors
and learners as well as among tl- ? staff. It is at this preliminary stage that
enthusiasm can be engendered by engaging as many people from the pro-
grams as possible as soon as possible.

The components of the process, much in the order they logically occur, are
as foLws:

1. Originating
2. Selecting

Personnel
Subject areas

3. Training humanist-writers
4. Meeting
5. Writing
6. Editing
7. Preparing manuscripts
8. Testing,'Revising manuscripts
9. Publishing

Each of these components will be discussed in detail.

ORIGINATING
The process of creating humanities materials for the adult new reader can

originate either in the library or in the literacy program. Depending on the
particular administrative relationship between the Library Director and the
Literacy Director, either one of them may have ultimate responsibility for this
materials creation project. It is not the intent of this handbook to cover all the
possible ways local literacy programs relate to local libraries. The administra-
tive relationship might range from: the Literacy Director being a staff librar-
ian, to a volunteer Literacy Director having library office space, to the library
housing a literacy materials collection.

In any case, it is necessary that the materials creation project be a joint
venture. The library program and the literacy program must cooperate to
provide tutors and learners with the best possible low reading level materials.
If this is seen as a library venture then the Library Director should appoint a
Library-Literacy Coordinator (LLC) to oversee the details of this project. If it
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is seen as an administratively separate yet cooperative venture, then the Li-
brary Director and the Literacy Director jointly should appoint the Library-
Literacy Coordinator for the materials development project.

SELECTING

THE LIBRARY-LITERACY COORDINATOR

The creation of the humanities materials begins with the appointment of
the Library-Literacy Coordinator (LLC). This person must be familiar with
literacy materials and the needs of the adult new reader. This prson must also
be an able administrator. The role of LLC exists for the duration of the proj-
ect. The LLC is directly responsible to either the Library Director, the Literacy
Directoi or to both, depending on the administrative relationship.

Duties and Responsibilities: The LLC will administer the program by coor-
dinating the humanist-writers, the tutor/ learner teams and the editorial com-
mittee. The LLC is also responsible for the scheduling details of meetings,
manuscript production and funding. If these coordinating duties are delega-
ted, the LLC is still the administrator responsiblelor their completion.

The LLC is responsible to:

1. Make the final decision on the subject area of the manuscripts as well as
their reading levels. This should be done in consultation with others.

2. Select the humanists who will write the materials This should be done
in consultation with others.

3. Train the humanists to write for the adult new reader The LLC will do
this by:

giving the humanists the best available low reading level materials
to read;
assigning the humanists to write two or three pages of sample mar.-
uscnpts to be used at a writing workshop;
conducting a workshop at which the humanists will learn the prin-
ciples of writing for adult new readers,_
having the humanists meet with tutors and learners; and, finally,
editing the manuscripts and having a conference with each of the
humanists to discuss rewriting.

4. Seek funding or in-kind services for the various activities of processing
and reproducing the manuscripts.

5. Make any reports necessary to donors, library and literacy administra-
tors.

6. Select the tutor/learner teams to test-use the manuscripts prior to their
final revision and reproduction as books.

7. Select the editing committee which will edit the materials and make
suggestions to the writers. The LLC has final responsibility for editing
the material.

ANY AND ALL OF THESE SEVEN RESPONSIBILITIES MAY BE DELE-
GATED TOAPPROPRIATE PEOPLE BY THE SPONSORING GROLJP(C)'
DIRECTOR(S) OR BY THE LLC.

Characteristics; The LLC should be convinced of the need for the new humani-
ties materials: These persons must be able to delegate duties while keeping the
final responsibility. They must be able to meet deadlines and give encourage-
ment to the writers. They must be able to recognize their own limitations and
take steps to identify peuple who can meet the needs of the project For exam-
ple, some very able administrators may not have the sense of written lan-
guage, needed to be editors or trainers of writer,. In that ease, they should
enlistVthers, paid or volunteer, to work on this area of the project. !They

16



THE PROCESS 9

should be aware of the talents in their own library and literacy volunteer
ranks.

Recruitment: In recruiting an LLC, consider first the person on the library or
literacy support staff (paid or volunteer) who is aware of literacy needs, used
to working with volunteers, wants to work with humanists and will risk
adapting the process given in this handbook to local conditions. This will
probably l3,2 the director or the assistant director of the program or the presi-
dent of the literacy affiliate, but it may be a board member.

Advertise within the staffs of the program. Decide if the duties will be
carried out by one person, or by one administrative person with others filling
training, editing and coordinating roles. See the chart of responsibilities, costs
and time involvement in Appendix B as a guide for deciding how to set up the
administrative structure. This will help in the recruitment of the LLC because
the originating administration will be able to delineate clearly the extent of
duties and time committment.

THE HUMANISTS

The selection of humanists will have to be done in conjunction with the
selection of a subject area (see Selecting a Subject Area below), and which
comes first will depend largely on area resources. If there are only a few
interested humanists available for the project, they will be the ones to set the
subject area by their very availability. If there is a wider choice of humanists,
the LLC has more discretion over subject area selection.

Duties and Responsibilities: The humanists will:
1. Attend a writers' workshop given by the LLC.
2. Attend an initial meeting of tutors, learners, other literacy personnel,

library staff and others such as trustees and board members interp,ied
in literacy and materials creation.

3. Talk to the audience about their fields and what they could write
about They will encourage the learners to discuss what they want to
read in the humanists' subject area.

4. Write a few pages of a first draft to be tested at meetings with a few
tutor/learner teams prior to writing a whole first draft manuscript.

5. Meet with a few tutor/learner teams to discuss the first draft; listen to
learners read the firs: draft, and plan the revision of the total ihanu-
script accordingly. This small meeting could be repeated throughout
the process as the LLC or hi_nnanist or editor (if other than the LLC)
deems it useful.

b. Write two 40-page manuscripts. One of the manuscripts should be at
a 1-2 grade reading level and the second at a 3-4 grade reading level.*
The humanist should try to write at the lowest reading level possible.

7. Meet deadlines for drafts, for meeting with tutor/learner teams for
rewrites and final deadlines.

8. Observe at least one tutoring session.
9. Rewrite manuscript until deemed acceptable by LLC.

Charscteristics: A person chosen to become a writer in this project should be a
humanist and not primarily an adult educator. Because the material focuses
on content, a depth of knowledge and passion for the subject is needed.While
one can learn to write at a low reading level in a relatively short time (or
materials can be edited to a low reading level) one cannot learn the content of
a field to the depth necessary in a short time.

Thus it is more logical, when the aim is to provide learners tith the very
best materials possible, that humanists be trained in the skills of writing for
the adult new literates rather than training non-humanist educators in the
humanities. The latter would have to research the humanities fields for con-

'Determine the readirg level
of a particular manuscript by

having it read by learners
whose reading levels have

been tested by a reading diag-
nostic test such as Colvin and

Root s LEAD You will then
he able to state for who'

reading level a given
manuscript is appropriate
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tent and could not be expected to acquire depth of expertise upon which even
the most uncomplicated story rests. Second only to the requirement that
writers and learners meet prior to the manuscripts being written, is the re-
quirement that humanists be the ones to write on humanities subjects.

While an advanced degree does not confer special status of humanist upon
its holder, years of thoughtful study do. Therefore, the humanists might be
members of the local historical society or museum staff whose credentials are
their experience. They might be members of the library staff. But it is not the
professional status which would fit them to write for the hurr anities; rather, it
is the depth of knowledge acid ap7roach to their subject.

The humanists must be open to learning to write for the adult new reader.
This means that they expect the tutors and editors to make suggestions and
actual changes and cuts in their manuscripts in order to make them more
useful as instructional and leisure reading materials.

The humanists' 'attitude toward the learners must not in any w indicate
condescension. The most successful writers are those who are ent usiastic
about their own fields and about writing forthis new audience. Thy have a
curiosity and a desire to try something new. They also can listen an rewrite.

Recruitment: First, as LLC, you will need to identify* the local sources of hu-
manists before you will be able to reci-uit. Of course, the newspaper is a
logical place to put an ad, but much personal contact and inquiry is necessary
to know what resources you have.

Consider local writers, poets, clergy, as well as people from local colleges,
universities, high schools, historical societies, environmental groups, local
humanities councils, or programs such as "Poets in the Schools", local mu-
seums, seaters, operas, or symphonies.

Contact the news feature section or the local newspaper or TV station ts)
and announce the project and the fact that humanists mho wish to learn to
create materials for the adult new reader are welcome to apply.

A41c tutors, library staff and others if they know of humanists who might
be Interested in writing for this audience. The more people you inform of the
project, the better chance you have of contacting a humanist most suited to
the project.

Be prepared to modify your ideas about needed subject areas should a
well-qualified humanist contact you.

Initial contact comes about when you are contacted by a humanist or when
you ask someone to apply. At this point, you are irviting the humanist to
consider participation in the project. The easiest part of the whole project will
be convincing the humanists to consider taking part. You must let humanists
know why humanities materials are needed by the adult new reader.

Some of the_reasons you might give are:

The creation of materials will give readers a choice of what to read
there's little if anything written in the humanities at this level now;
These are adults who want to think they have the right to be informed
and to-be challenged by ideas in concrete form;
Once a person fills a goal for a coping skill, there is no more reason to
keep reading, unless we can demonstrate that there are materials which
are enjoyable to read. Then we can get people "hooked" on reading.
Writing at this level is a challenge.

You will also have to tell them something about their readers that they
are neither dumb nor lazy nor the dregs of boc i et y. Give reasons why adults
might not have learned to read.

Provide the humanists with an informal profile of both the learners and the
tutors in the local program, given that they will be writing primarily for local
consumption.

Which humanists are finally selected will depend on the subject area
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wanted, the quality of the humanists' writing samples, and the humanists'
attitudes toward their new audience.

1. Subject orea: This is set by evaluating the needs of the library collection,
and balancing those needs against the availability of local humanists
and any noted preference on .the part of those participating in the proj-
ect, (as described below).

2. Sample of writing: GET A SAMPLE OF THE HUMANIST'S WRIT-
ING PRIOR TO MAKING A COMMITMENT. It is imperative that
you Land the rest of a selection committee, if there is one) see a sample of
writing from each humanist prior to committing project resources. It is
immaterial at this point whether or not the sample is written at one of
the lower reading levels. The writing sample should be judged for clar-
ity, for organization, and for general Eng liSh usage.

If you can get a sample of the humanist's writing intended for the
general public, so much the better. You might request that the humanist
rewrite a page or so of an already written scholarly article in lay terms or
that the humanist create a very short sample of work intended for the
general public.

You must use discretion at this point. You must decide if the humanist
can write English competently enough ..) be trained to write for the adult
new reader. Of course, you can never be sure of this ahead of time, but if
the humanists do not write grammatical, clear, logical prose at their own .
levels, it is unlikely that they will suddenly succeed at a lower level.

In addition to the writing sample, ask for a resume and a tentative
outline of their topic. Thus, you would not need to interview those who
cannot write well at their peer level.

3. Humanists' Attitude: In an interview with a prospective writer, certain
attitudes should be looked Ion openness, enthusiasm toward the ven-
ture, and a reasonable assurance of adaptability to working in a new
genre. An air of rigidity or supercilliousness toward the project are
warning signals to the interviewer(s) that the humanist might resent the
necessity of rewriting their own words.

When considering recruitment of the humanists, the ownership of the
copyrights on materials developed must be decided and agreed upon by
the humanists and the sponsoring groups involved.

There are basically two ways the ownership could be resolved:
1. The sponsoring group holds the copyright:

a) The library /literacy group pays the humanist-wnters. They are then
writers-for-hire.

b) The humanist-writer gives the copyright to the library- literacy pro-
gram in return for the training to become a writer for this new audi-
ence.

2. Writers retain copyright. The writers write the manuscripts in return for
training to write for the adult new reader, for the materials being tested,
and for royalties on any future sale of the stories, either locally or to a
publisher.

.
In any case, ownership of copyright should be part of the agreement be-

tween the humanist-writers and the sponsoring program at the outset of the
project.

THE TUTORS AND LEARNERS

The most important activity in the process of creating materials for the
adult new reader is the involvement of the tutors and the learners with the
writers at as many points in the process as possible. TI as should be made clear
to all helping in creation of the materials. After the initial meeting, tutor/
learner teams will be selected to work with the writers and to test the mate-
rials.
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Duties and Responsibilites: As many of the tutors and learners in the local
literacy program as possible agree to:

1. Attend the initial group meeting. The tutors are to encourage the
learners to take part in the discussion as to what they would like to have
the humanists write about.

The selected tutor/learner teams agree to No. 1 above and further agree to:

2. Attend at least two additional meetings with the humanists to comment
on draft materials. This is actually editing the materials.

3. Allow writers to observe a tutoring session.
4. Use the edited, typed manuscripts as part of their regular lessons for six

months.
5. Answer a short questionnaire indicating the degree of interest and use-

fulness for instruction and leisure reading of each story (see Appendix C
for suggested forms.)

6. Comment on the manuscripts as to their needs for further editing.
7. Serve on an editing committee as requested.

Characteristics: All tutor and learner pairs are invited to the initial group meet-
ing. However, encourage those tutors to attend who are supportive of their
learners' independence and will encourage their learners to speak out. En-
courage learners who are outspoken ana critical of the materials they are now
using to attend the meeting.

For the smaller group meetings with the writers, choose learners who will
not be shy about stating their likes and dislikes. Choose tutors who are willing
to let the learners talk for themselves and who will not interpret the learner's
views to others.

For the editing committee, select a graduate or advanced learner and/or a
tutor who has had a variety of learners.

Recruitment: After publicizing the project through local media and scheduling
the initial meeting, send letters of invitation to tutors and learners. Follow
these up with phone calls. If the tutors and learners involved have never
participated in a public meeting or even a grouf, meeting, there may be quite a
bit of resistance to such a meeting Evaluate this resistance. Is it to the idea of a
public meeting or is the resistance to the project as a whole? There may be
enthusiasm for a materials creation project but not for a meeting.

Try tying such a meeting with the humanists to a recognition meeting for
tutors and learners or to a regular tutor meeting. If the resistance to the project
is strong among many tutors, drop the project. However, fIle degree of sup-
port for the project should have already been assessed during the search for an
LLC or at the very latest, during the search for humanists and for subject
areas. Therefore, it is not likely that the project would have to be abandoned
because of lack of support for a public meeting.

For selecting those participating in the smaller, editing meetings between
writers and the tutor/learner teams, work with the literacy director, tutor
supervisors, or other appropriate literacy staff to identify enthusiastic, reli-
able tutors and learners. Let it be known that locally produced adult materials
will be available for use by whichever tutors are willing to accept the responsi-
bility of using them within a time frame, and of reporting on their value as
instructional and leisure reading materials.

If enough tutor/learner pairs volunteer, you may have a choice of selecting
3 to 5 of the most appropriate teams. But you may have to contact teams and
invite them to participate. If after contacting a number of teams, there seems
to be little enthusiasm, :onsider dropping the project.
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LIBRARY AND LITERACY STAFF

Just how involved each of the staffs becomes in the project will depend on
the size of the individual staffs and the extent of each staff's resources for
advising, typing and reproducing the books.

Involve at least one person from program.

Duties and Responsibilities: Tie members of the literacy and iibrary staffs
participating agree to:

1. Examine their respective collections to identify needs in the humanities
areas and discuss these needs with the LLC.

2. Note what kinds of materials the tutors or learners have been asking for
and discuss these with the LLC.

3. Participate in the initial group meeting to show support for the project, and
to keep informed on the project.

4. Provide final book typing and reproduction resources as feasible.
5. Arrange for meeting space.
6. Cooperate iri publicizing the project.
7. Serve on the editing committee if appropriate.
8. Work with the LLC; report to the LLC.

Characteristics: The people from each staff involved must be open to the pro-
ject and see it as adding to each of their programs and as helping people to
enjoy reading. Sensitivity to what constitutes skilled writing would certainly
be an asset to the project.

As LI,C, consult with the library and literacy directors, as appropriate, to
decide if the person asked to participate should come from the paid or volun-
teer sector of the staffs. Then contact the person suggested, and after explain-
ing the project and the individual staff members part in it, make the final
selection. These people work with the LLC and report to the LLC.

AN EDITING COMMITTEE (EDITOR)

Manusc7:pts will go through two kinds of editing before being produced
for test use* by the selected tutor/learner teams.

The first or preliminary editing extends the training humanists receive in
becoming writers for the adult new reader. This preliminary editing is done
by the LLC or whoever taught the writing workshop. It might be in conjunc-
tion with an editing committee but it need not be. This type of editing is in the
form of suggestions to the writers (see Editing section).

Thl second type of editing puts the manuscript in `a form for final typing
and test use. For this editing, the LLC or person designated as editor by the
LLC, may wish to consult with others or to have others do the editing. This
will depend on the LLC's skills in editing and the available editing talent.

Duties and Responsibilities: The members of the editing committee agree to:

1. Read the original manuscripts and comment on them as to changes. The
LLC discusses these comments with the individual writers in preparation
for their re-writing of the manuscripts.

2. Read the re-written manuscripts, making actual changes to make the
reading level and style appropriate for the adult new reader. This revised
manuscript should be discussed with the writer.

3. Give a final editing to the manuscript prior to its final typing for test-use
by the selected tutor /learner teams.
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r7 Characteristics: For efficiency and effectiveness, limit the number on the edit-
ing committee to four.

The committee should consist of:
A tutor who has taught a variety of learners;
A graduate or advanced learner;
A person from the library or literacy orogram who is sensitive to the sound

of language, is familiar with well-written prose and poetry, and understands
the reading needs of the adult new reader. The librarian responsible for the
literacy materials collections should be considered for inclusion here.

The LLC or the person designated by the LLC as Editor for the project has
final say on editorial changes.

The editor could very well be a volunteer. This person should-

have worked with adult new readers;
like reading on a variety of subjects;
be able to accept informal, conversational style in composition, and
believe in their own authority to make change. for the sake of the final
quality and readability of the books.

A background in English literature, composition, or editing would be ad-
vantageous. Experience such as editing a newsletter would also give the nec-
essary expertise.

Recruitment: Advertise among the tutors, learners, and other support staff for
members of the committee. Ask the people most suited, as measured by the
responsibilities, duties and the characteristics above, to be on the committee.
If more people than needed apply, consider using them as the tutor/learner
teams or in other parts of the project.

For the editor, follow the same procedure again, measuring by the respon-
sibilities and the characteristics listed above.

4. Report to the LLC or to the person the LLC has designated Editor for the
project.

The (optional) Editor agrees to the responsibilities and duties No.1 thrc ugh
No. 4 above and also to:

5. Teach the writing workshop if the LLC of a given project wishes to
delegate this role:

6. Take responsibility for convening the editing committee and communi-
cating their actions to the writers (or to the LLC if the LLC is the one who
taught the writing).

SUBJECT AREA

Even as the selection of personnel is going on, as LLC, you will be contact-
ing people for advice and suggestions on subject areas in which humanists
should be sought.

You may wish to provide people with a working definition of the humani-
ties for use in the project:

The humanities are defined as areas of academic subject matter such as:
poetry, history, ethics, philosophy, oral history, religion, ethnic history, an-
thropology, jurisprudence, linguistics, political theory or other theory. A sec-
ond equally valid way exists for defining humanities.

The humanities present a way of looking at subjects. They relate subject
matter such as society's behavior (i.e. police action or voting) to values and
value judgment.

There are primarily two sources for suggestions for subject areas: The limi-
tations of the existing literacy materials collections and the interests of the
tutor, learner and other workers in the literacy program.
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Contact the people familiar with the library's literacy collections to deter-
mine in which humanities subject areas they receive requests that they can't fill.

The final consideration in deciding subject area is the variety of humanists
available in the area. Once the position is advertised, you will have to balance
the quality of interested humanists against any pronounced needs for special
subject areas before making a decision.

%Vhat a humanist, specialized in specific subject area, writes about will be
decided by the humanist after the initial meeting with the learners and tutors.

The number of areas selected will determine how many humanists are
selected to participat, in the project. The number of numanists selected in
turnWill determine the cost of the project, or your available funds will deter-
mine how many areas may be selected and how many humanists engaged.
(See Costs/Funding section.)

TRAINING FOR THE HUMANIST-WRITERS

Once the humanists have been selected, the LLC should give a formal
workshop on Writing for the Adult New Reader. During the workshop the
humanists learn the principles of writing for new readers and practice editing
both their own materials and sample materials.

Materials in this section come from a variety of sources: Dr. Marion Van
Home, Intermedia, National Council of Churches, technical advisor for the
first year of the NEH/LVA/Library project; materials published as a public
service by International Paper Company, and the writing workshop designed
by the author.

PLANNING A WRITING WORKSHOP

In this section it is assumed that the LLC will be the person teaching the
writing workshop, but this need not be the case. Any person with 1.teracy
expenence, writing and/or editing skills might be the logical choice to be the
workshop leader, or to work with the LLC as co-leader. Carefully consider the
skilled volunteer talent available.

The following will assume little procedural knowledge but much common
sense on the part of the workshop leaders.

Prior to the woi kshop the leader should:

1. Have the humanists read the best available low reading level matenals
(See MacDonald 1986, or Forinash 1978);

2. Give the guidelines (Appendix B) to the humanists; Have them each
write a two-page story on something they find interesting, following the
guidelines as closely as reasonable. Have them bring the story to the
workshop;

3. Schedule a well-lighted room for the workshop. Make sure the table
space is sufficient for the writers to spread out their materials;

4. Schedule someone from the library familiar with the literacy matenals
collection to talk about materials that are in your particular local li-
brary:

5. Schedule someone from the-literacy program to give an informal profile
of the local program, tutors and learners;

b. Set a schedule for the day. (See Appendix B for schedule);
7. Assemble materials for handouts (See Appendix B for list);
8. Assemble supplies such as non-photo pencils for editing, lead pencils,

and paper for re-writing.

A few days before the workshop, contact all who will be participating.
Arrange for any refreshments and make sure all handouts are available. Re-
read the section on Writing for the Adult New Reader, become familiar with
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4

the handouts, work through the sample manuscripts and their edited changes
in Appendix B so that you can give short introductions to the materials and
explanations of the editing/re-writing.

On the day of the workshop, check the room and refreshment arrange-
ments. Re-read the section on Writing for the Adult New Reader, and be
convinced that you do know more about writing for the adult new reader
than the humanist-writers, and that they need your help and instruction.

Begin on time, '.-and out the schedule, review it and go right on.
At the end of the workshop session, review with the writers what was done

that day what the deadlines are, and set times for their first group meet-
ings. You may want to have them evaluate the workshop. Developyour own
form or use the one in Appendix B.

Teaching Writing for the Adult New Reader
Writing well for the adult new reader takes the same skills as writing well

for the advanced reader. One must organize material, write clearly, write
complete thoughts, use examples, make allusions to shared expenences, use
active verb forms, eliminate unnecessary words and'rewrite, rewrite, rewrite.

The major differences between the two types c f writing are degree of con-
creteness versus abstraction, and the amount of information conveyed in
each story, chapter or essay. Because adult new readers are beginning readers
much of their energy and attention is put on decoding skills during reading.
They do not have much attention to spare for following complicated, ab-
stract written arguments or plot lines.

This condition has little if anything to do with intelligence. It has to do with
the fact that there is just so much conscious attention available and it is needed
at this point to remember sound-symbol relationships and word patterns
which at a later date will become more automatic. At that point, more and
more attention can be paid to the story line. Comprehension is a part of
reading from the very first. To take advantage of the understanding and com-
prehension that adults have, materials must start with the familiar and work
towards the unfamiliar. But just what is familiar for the adult new reader?
This brings us to the first principle in writing which you give your wnters at
the workshop: know your audience.

Supply the writers with the learners' reading levels, their interests, and
perceived needs. This is accomplished in several ways. At the writers work-
shop, socio-economic data about the local group of learners should be given:
the age distribution, gender distribution, years most stay with the program,
instructional and comprehension levels, geographic area, distribution of eth-
nic backgrounds. Give the writers information about the literacy program
and how tutors and learners work together in the teaching/learning of read-
ing. The writers also need information as to why particular adults have not
learned to read. You might use case study material from your own files. .

The new readers in literacy programs are adults. The writers must be made
aware of the implications of that fact. As adults, the new readers have life
experiences, have worked at many jobs, and have an adult vocabulary. The
very fact that they are in a literacy program demonstrates that they have
taken responsibility for their lives.

Also, new adult readers are not a captive audience. If material is condes-
cending, too difficult or too boring, they simply do not have to read it. Much
of the material in the humanities at lower reading levels is aimed at the inter-
ests of children and young teens. Adults are rightfully insulted by the condes-
cending attitudes of much of this material.

Caution the writers against confusing uneducated with unintelligent. At
the workshop, this information can only be given. The emotional impact of it
does not hit the writers until meetings with learners. The writers' respect for
the learners usually grows as they become aware of the amount of effort
needed to learn to read as an adult.
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It is important that the writing workshop take place prior to the initial
group meeting. Experience has shown that when it does not, the writers are
confused and unsure as to the purpose of the meeting and the reasons for
meeting with the learners. Have the initial group meeting as soon after the
writers workshop as possible.

After the writers have received information about their audience, have
them review recommended materials for adult new readers and speak w. n an
experienced tutor or librarian about the local needs.

Th.. writers should then receive the Guidelines for Writing (see Appendix
B). After discussion, they should work on sample stories or essays which need
rewriting (See Appendix B). They can compare their rewriting editing with
what was actually done.

After a break for lunch, have the writers work individually on the manu-
scripts they have prepared and then have them work as a group on each
manuscript. Review their materials, directing the evaluation along the Guide-
lines previously given.

After you sense that the writers are feeling comfortable with writing for the
adult new reader, discuss the purpose of the initial meeting, and the subse-
quent meetings.

You might tell them that the initial meeting is designed to generate enthu-
siasm for the project, to provide a forum for the humanists to first present
their subject areas and then to discuss how they might write about those
areas. They might prepare for the meeting by outlining what they plan to
write about and the form they plan to write in: Poems, single story, collection
of short stories and/or essays.

The initial meeting should be informal and you should ask the humanists to
remember that they are not giving a lecture, but rather talking informally
v rith their audience.

After a discussion of the initial meeting, the other meetings should be dis-
cussed. (See Section below on Meeting). These smaller meetings with the
tutor/learner teams will be scheduled after the initial meeting is held. it is
difficult to anticipate the form which will be needed in each individual prd-
ject. You will not be able to give a detailed description of the meetings at this
time. After the meetings have been discussed, mention the project deadlines,
noting when the initial meeting is to be held.

You might end the workshop with an evaluation of the workshop by the
humanist writers involved.

MEETING
The success of the humanities materials creation project depends on the

humanist-writers meeting with the learners, tutors and others involved in the
project. When writers meet with the learners, the writers' reading audience
becomes real to them. These meetings fulfill the first requirement placed on a
writer: Know you readers. This is the key to the writers' degree of success in
this pr am.

Prof the intended readers are a help to the writer, but cannot be
compared to the impact of a meeting with actual learners. It is ai these meet-
ings that the magnitude of the effort to learn to read, as well as the uniqueness
of the individual learner is brought home to the writer. Such rive tings also
dispel some of the negative cliches about the learners which the writer might
hold.

After meeting with the people who actually use the materials, writers have
reported being more challenged and more committed to the creation of good
stories. The meetings also serve to give a human context for the reading level
of the materials to be\ written.

At these meetings, the learners and tutors are asked to voice their needs.
The meetings with the writers are not a gimmick but actually provide a time
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and place for tutors/learners to tell what they want to read or to become
interested in what the writers as humanists have to offer. In addition to these
activities, there is the intangible result of tutors'and :eanrers developing a
vested interest in the materials after all, they gave advice This 2sted
interest provides an additional incentive to read.

Holding Meetings.
Initial meeting: This initial meeting is an informal discussion at which the

humanists describe their individual fields, explain what they want (or think
they want) to write about and encourage response from the tutors and
learners.

Pay particular attention to setting an informal, nositive tone to the meet-
ing. Orient groups to the project at this time.

Contacting tutors and learners personally, emphasizing the need for the
presence of each person who will be test/using the materials to be written, is
the responsibility of the LLC.

Some groups have scheduled this initial group meeting to coincide with
their recognition night or an annual meeting. This encourages people to come
who are not sure they have anything worth telling a writer.

A letter sent in advance to tutors and other involved parties should include
a description of the purpose of the project, the purpose of the meeting and the
need for their individual participation. The tutors and learners who wil be
using the materials should ::specially be encouraged to attend the meeting.

The various groups represent d in the materials creation project demon-
strate their commitment to the project by attending and participating in the
initial meeting.

Without administrative support, the project will not succeed. The adminis-
trations of the sponsoring groups have responsibility for establishing the pro-
ject's administrative structure. These administrations must also engage the
interest of their respective staffs. The staffs will most likely adopt the attitudes
of the administration in committing time, energy and enthusiasm to making
the project an integral part of a library and/or a literacy agency's program.
The presence of the administration, board and trustees demonstrates their
support of the program. But just as importantly the meeting provides the
librarians and other literacy workers with insight into the tutors/learners'
desire to be listened to and to let their needs be known.

It's also an exciting, exhilarating experience.

Other Meetings: Involvement between the writers and their readers and li-
brary personnel must continue after the initial group meeting. This involve-
ment may be direct, or it might be mediated by the LLC. Of course, it may be
some of each depending on the needs of the writer and the judgment of the
LLC.

Editing meetings are held to provide writers with more information about
their readers and to allow readers an even more informal, less public, forum
for discussing what they want to read and how the manuscripts are meeting
their needs. The Li.0 has to decide which of the combinations of writer/
tutor/learners should be at each meeting.

As LLC, have tutors/learners (3 or 4 pairs) go over drafts with a humanist.
Emphasize to the tutors/learners that this is? first draft and that 1..ie humanist
expects to rewrite several times. tress that writing is difficult and chat the
humanist needs frank comments from the tutor/learner teams. Three out-
spoken tutor/learner teams are enough for this meeting. The LLC or one of
the editors should conduct the meeting.

The humanist should have a piece of writing ready which can stand on its
own, i.e. not one from the middle of a story. In testing the le.,-ner's response,
the humanist should not be in the position of saying (even legitimately), "Yes,
but this is explained earlier." The humanist might be explaining away some
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point which would be problematic even with the previous material.
Experience in the second year of the NEH/LVA/Library project demon-

strates that this meeting and presentation of a portion of the manuscript is one
of the quickest ways to have the humanists realize at what level they need to
write. These meetings are especially helpful if the initial group meeting has
not included some reading demonstrations by learners.

An important variation of this small group meeting is to have one human-
ist meet with one tutor /learner team and first observe a lesson and then
present some of the propo ed manuscript to the learner. Again. it is important
to ask an outspoken learner for help in this small group setting. All the hu-
manists in the NEH/LVA/Library project who found themselves in these situ-
ations reported that their writing changed dramatically. This was evidenced
in their manuscripts. The first drafts of the humanists' second books were
much better and closer to final text than even the second and third drafts of
their first books. This improvement, demonstrates that the humanists are
learning a skill that of writing for the adult new readers. It also demon-
strates that the more contact they have with their readers the better position
they will be in to fill their readers' needs for thought-provoking, easily read
stories, poems, plays .incl essays.

WRITING
The writing workshop gives the humanists the principles of writing for the

adult new reader. Contact with learners, "tutors and others involved in the
local literacy effort gives the humanists a human context for the level at which
they will be writing and for the content of those writings. But the writing is
done alone. All the LLC can do along the way is to provide encouragement
and advice and additional contact with learners and tutors.

The LLC will give the writers both the time line forthe project and the time
line for their deadlines originals, rewrites, and final copy. The writers are
rciponsible for meeting the deadlines.

A chart of the time line for an 18-month project follows.
Gwen that many of the writers will be tied to a September to May univer-

sityor college calendar as are most literacy programs, consider beginning to
search for humanists in March, training in March-April; the initial meeting in
April-May; the smaller meetings beginning in May and writing the first man-
uscript in June ar.o' jury; xliting and revision in August, with final typing for
test-use by tvcor/learriei. ieams beginning in September-October and con-
tinuing for 6 months.

The secorta Jr inuscript would be started in August-September, with addi-
tional smo.l meetings on that manuscript held in September-October; writing
in October-November; editing and revision in November-December, typing
final copy in January with the tutors/learners getting the books in January-
February for test -us" until June.

The first manusc. ipts should be revised, if necessary, according to the com-
ments of the tut:, '' mrner teams who tested them and then duplicated for the
permanent collet on and /or sold to a publisher for wider dissemination. The
same should be done at the end of the test period for the second manuscript.

Writing might continue if: 1) the project continues and the humanists first
trained are successful at writing for adult new readers, or 2) as happened in
the NEH/LVA/Library project, the writers decide they wish to continue writ-
ing for this market, seeking their own publisf, rs, or 3) the project continues
and new humanist-writers are trained.

EDITING
Editing materials for the adult new reader both continues the writers' train-

ing and provides the more traditional check of the manuscripts for organiza-
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Overall Timeline: NEH/Library/LVA Materials Development Project

.ACTT .TY MONTHS OF PROJECT

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Library Commitment: Library-Literacy
Coordinator named by library/literacy
Administration

2 LLC to select area in the humanities, and two
humanists, to orient humanists to literacy
problem and low reading level matenals, and to
involve editing committee, tutors and learners.

3 Humanists to read low level (1-4 grade) adult
matenals, begin research on topics, draft a few
pages of manuscript according to principles
given

4 LLC to conduct writer workshop for both
humanists

5 Humanists to attend writers workshop session

6 Humanists to meet with leaners, tutors, et al

a LLC set one meeting to be held by end of
month 3

b LLC set other editing meeting(s) by
mid-month 5

7. Humanists to writer first mansucnpt, submit to
LLC by mid-month 5

8 LLC and editing commit' ?e to give preliminary
edit to man.uscnpts by end of month 5 and
return to and confer with writers (humanists)

9 Wnters to revise and have scripts in to LLC
office by end month 6, earlier if possible

10 LLC to give final editing, production to first
rnar.uscript

11 Optional Group meeting of tutor, learner pairs,
humanists and LLC, to ortientation and use of
the books, distnbu'e books for testing

12 W..ters write second manuscript, submit to
LLC by end of month 8, meet with few
tutor/ learner pair, :or editing as necessary,
rewnte as necessary, script by end of month 9

13 LLC (and committee) give preliminary editing
to scripts two wetks after initial submission
Return to writers loth comments

14. Vlb-ters revise and send to LLC by end of month
10

15 LLC give final editing, production, to second
manuscnpts

16 Participating tutors/learners to receive material
for use (testing) in regular tJtonal
program-arpro,amately 2-3 weeks after
submitting.

17 Test instrument returned to LLC

18 LLC comple,data from testing instruments for
final editing with editing committee.

19. LLC and Editing Committee to make final
decision for publication (selection, format,
number) and distribution

20 LLC contact publishers, pnnter

21 Evaluate project. Begin agan.

X

X

X

X

X

4(

ii
A

X

X

X
X-"---

X
X X

X

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16
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tion, completeness and clarity.
As you continue the writers' training, deal with the specific needs of the

adult new literate reader. That is, stress simplicity of syntax, use of familiar
words, repetition of unfamiliar words, inclusion of one point or issue per
chapter or story. Also stress the need for the material to tie-in with the learn-
ers interests and lives.

TRAINING FOR EDITORS

As LLC, you will need to review with the members of the editing commit -
teethe two types of editing they are to do: First editing on original manuscript
making general comments; second (and additional) editing on revised manu-
scripts for final changes.

Stress the following major points to the editors:
It is the editor's responsibility to

Make the final books as useful as possible to the adult new reader;
Preserve the writer's ideas and help the writers understand what is
needed to reach the reading level of their audience;
Cut and change vocabulary and sentence structure whenever that
change will aid in meeting the responsibility to the adult new reader.

Then review the 'allowing section on Procedures for Editing and also go
through the materials contained in the section on Training Writers, discussing
the principles of writing by which to judge manuscripts. The editing commit-
tee members might also work through the workshop exercises, discussing
how they would have edited the material.

PROCEDURE FOR EDITING

Writing for the adult new literate involves even more re-writing than pro-
fessional journal writing does. However, let the writer do the re-writing. As
editor-teachers, your tendency is to re-write whole passages for the writers
especially on the first chapters of thsf first scripts received. THIS SHOULD
NOT BE DONE! Rather, extensively edit an illustrative part of the draft,
comment on the types of changes needed on the balance of die draft and
discuss both with the writer. Do not forget to point out the draft's strong
points.

Writers will most likely want to include too much. In such cases, they need
to be reminded who their adience is: The audience is made up of people who
are learning to read, people who are perhaps at a decoding stage and aie
hindered from understanding a position or an argument if the sentence struc-
ture or plot line is too complex.

Generally, professionals' respect for specialized knowledge in general and
their belief in themselves as potential learners allows for a low-ego involve-
ment in the first drafts or so of the writing. They want to be writers for this
specialized audience, and they see their editoras the one who can supply them
with specialized knowledge. You can take advantage of this and be honest in
your evaluation of changes needed in manuscripts while at the same time not
being so overwhelmingly negative that they never want to start a re-write.

In summary, preliminary editing includes reading the manuscript, noting:

1) its organization and development of ideas;
2) its complexity of syntax (adjectives, adverbs, and

weaken writing; avoid passive);
3) its word choice (is there a simpler yet adult word ?);
4) its word repetition (repetition of unfamiliar, recessary

ulary);
5) its tone (egalitarian, not superior to the reader);
6) its style (informal and direct).

29
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After noting these points on the manuscript, go over an illustrative portion
with the writer in detail and then allow the writer to rewrite and then submit
the rewritten manuscript for-Anal editing.

Again, for those who have never done editing before, re-read the section
on Writing for the Adult New Reader, remember who comprises the audience
and us? common sense in making judgments. You do not need to rewrite
material; you do need to provide guidelines to the humanists to turn them
into writers for adult new rezders.

FINAL EDITING

After the writers have revised the first drafts, the manuscripts are ready for
final editing. The most common weakness of first manuscripts is that they
have too much in them. This needlessly complicates plot, lengthens the story
and generally weakens the book.

As editor, keep in mind the story line of a manuscript and cut ruthlessly any
material which does not add directly to the development of the story or essay.
This means cutting out extraneous words, phrases, sentences or whole para-
graphs. This cutting will tighten the story line, keeping it moving and the
reader involved.

As editor, also keep in mind that vocabulary and syntax must be simple,
that connectives need to be overt and that the stories or chapters must be kept
short.

After final editing by the LLC/editing committee, the manuscripts are
ready for final typing and test-we by selected tutor/learner teams.

TESTING, EVALUATING AS EDITING

The manuscripts undergo evaluation at several points in their develop-
ment. First' the humanists must learn the principles for writing at the begin-
ning level in order to develop their own skills at self-editing. They also meet
with the tutors/learners to have their suggested topics evaluated by potential
readers. They evaluate drafts and re-write them. These drafts are submitted
to the LLC who has final editing responsibility but who may choose to ap-
point an editorial committee. The members of such a committee evaluate the
manuscripts for clarity, organization, word usage, interest and concreteness
of expression. They return the manuscript to the LLC who comments to the
humanist.

This is the preliminary evaluation and is designed to guide the writers, who
then rewrite the manuscript and re-submit it to the LLC or the editorial com-
mittee for further editing.

After further editing and/or rewriting, a more formal evaluation is neces-
sary to create the best humanities materials possible. The materials must be
used by the tutor/learner teams. They must comment as to usefulness and
enjoyment as instructional materials. You might use the manuscript question-
naire as developed during the 1980-81 NEH/LVA/Library project (see Ap-
pendix C). These questionnaires proved to be simple, easy and quickly
answered, yet they allowed comparison of various books and decisions to
which ones were the most popular, easiest to read and/or the most helpful for
teaching. However, you may wish to develop more open-erefea question-
naires for getting more discursive comments. ,

This formal evaluation is actually editing by the tutors and learners. It will
either validate your editing judgment as to the readability of the materials or
show where further editing should take place before reproducing the manu-
scripts in a more permanent form as actual books for your program's use.
This final testing will help you decide which if any of the materials you might
publish for wider distribution, attempt to sell to a trade publisher, or quietly
abandon.
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PREPARING A MANUSCRIPT FOR USE
We have assumed throughout the process that the materials written by the

humanists, edited by the LLC and others, and informally commented on by
the learners and tutors, will be tested by the learners and tutors before being
produced in their final form.

Depending on resources, there may be little difference in form/layout be-
tween the manuscripts produced for limited testing distribution and the lay-
out for a more permanent, mcre widely distributed book.

The suggested format for te-t-use manuscripts will also serve as final manu-
script format should you decide to submit the tested materials to a trade
publisher. .

The format used by NE11/ LVA /Library project was: 81/2x11", 3-hole
punched for ring or brass fastener binding. Thi 'he least expensive form. It
allows the tutor to give the learner each story apter as it is being studied,
thus building a book, showing concrete progress. The materials which are too
difficult for the learner at this time could be deleted or held for future lessons.
Also the books open flat. This makes it easier for two people to work with
them.

The maripscript questionnaire, which reports to the LLC and the editing
committee the usefulness of the stories for instruction and recreational read-
ing, are "bound" into the manuscripts following each story or essay. They can
be easily removed without destroying the books and returned to the LLC
when completed.

The type must be large and clear. LVA used IBM Selectric Element Pre-
sentor Orator 10. The text was double-spaced with 2 to 3 page chapters.

Art work would add to the attractiveness of the manuscript if it is well
done. If the manuscripts are to be copied or offset, you could use pen and ink
line drawings or black and white photographs. A detailed discussion of the
standards and preparation of artwork is beyond the scope of this handbook.
A good discussion for the novice can lie found in Mark Beach's Editing Your
Newsletter, a Guide to Writing, Design .f,nd Production.

Begin each story or essay on a right hand page, allowing Pie for bottom
and the same on the binding or inside margin of each page. LVA used 3/4"
margins on the remaining two sides in 'rder toprovide an open, uncrowded
feeling to the page.

The questionnaires are placed directly after the story to which they refer.
Because they arc not a permanent part of the book, even at the testing stage,
they should not be numbered. Thus, once they are removed, the numbering
will still be consecutive throughout the book. .

Materials typed with carbon ribbon on non-erasable stock will reproduce
best. And it is imperative that you have clear, readable materials for the
learners to use.

For test-use, the stories from each writer's manuscript could be bound into
one volume. Thus, all stories at a given reading level, dealing generally with
one topic, could be bound together. The writer's second manuscript, at an-
other level would ',e bound as a second volume. This is less expensive than
treating each story or a few stories as individual volumes. However, after the
test-use,.printing individual stories and essays as individual volumes may be
the most useful for the library-literacy collection.

TO REVIEW:

After the materials have been edited, the writers have rewritten the ma-
terials, and the LLC has given final approval, they must be reproduced in a
manuscript which is well :aid-out with clear, crisp type and uncluttered pages.
These manuscripts are to be used, tested and evaluated by selected tutor/
learner teams. They will answer questions (See Appendix C) as to how they
used the materials and what they thought of each story. One might also ask
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For further information on
tutoring on a one-to-one basis,
see TUTOR by Ruth J Colvin
and Jane Root, Ph D , or
contact LVA for information
on establishing a locally
based tutorial program

them to make comments or chp,iges right on their copies of the manuscripts if
they feel strongly about a particular change.

The next section of the handbook deals with the test-use of manuscripts.

TESTING / REVISING THE MANUSCRIPTS
As stated in the "Evaluation as Testing" above, test the scripts with tutors

and learners in tutorial situations for final editing and for final selection of
those to be printed.

The purpose of the testing is to see if specific stories can be used as instruc-
tional material and are enjoyed by the adult new reader.

When testing the materials, the tutors could use them during class time in
any of the following ways:

As a source for:

Phonics
Words in patterns
Sight words

Or the material could be:

Read to the learner
Used to stimulate discussion
Used to stimulate learner's writing

Or the learner could read on Lis /her own,
Or the learner and tutor could read them together.

These, you will note, are the ways in which tutoring is done with any type
of material.* The only difference between the use of the testing material and
the use of any other material is that,(1) the tutor will have a time limit of 6
months to include the material as part of each lesson and (2) the tutor will be
asked to complete a short queAtionnaire (see Appendix C for model) for each
story begun. These questionnaires along with discursive comments on spe-
cific manuscripts will be used by you and the editing committee to decide
which of the materials should be published for permanent inclusion in the
library's literacy collection. ThiS' is also the point at which you and the editing
committee decide to pursue publication of any manuscripts by a trade or
textbook publisher (see section on Publishing).

PROCEDURE

As LLC, distribute the reproduced manuscripts to the tutor/learner teams;
they apply any Of the basic read /learning Fechniques deemed appropriate by
the individual tutors. They report back on a questionnaire (see Appendix C)
as to how they used the material and their opinion of it. Collect this informa-
tion and use it in revising materials if necessary prior to further publication.

Experience has shown that you must keep in con( act with the tutors as
materials are being used. This contact serves to impress upon the tutors the
importance of their part in the project and also gives the tutors an opportu-
nity to ask questions.

The number of tutor /learner teams selected to test the manuscripts by us-
ing them will depend on the number of tutor/learner teams in the program, as
well as the amount of money available for reproducing the manuscripts. Keep
in mind the need to insure that a variety of learners try the books. Be sure to
use, no fewer than five tutor/learner teams. However, up to twenty tutor/
learner teams are a manageable number for the first test-use of the manu-
scripts.

How you select the teams wil; depend on the number you have to work
with. You may want to use all the tutor /learner teams. You may want to select
only those you expect to be in the program for at least six months; or you may
want to select only those teams in which the tutor can be relied upon to use
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and report on use of the manuscripts. In any case, the selection will be as
individual as the program and should be aimed at creating.the best humani-
ties materials possible, first for local use and then for wider dissemination.

Once ",* manuscripts have been tested by tutor/learner teams, been re-
vised as needed, and received their final editing, they are ready to be printed
in any form that taste and finances dictate. The program now has locally
written and produced books which can be sold and/or provided free to the
library/literacy program and to others.

PUBLISHING
Once the books are written, edited, tested and reproduced for local use, the

LLC and the sponsoring group(s) may wish to pursue publishing the books so
that a wius., audience may be reached andsome of the project cost recovered.

If the writers have written-for-hire, then the manuscripts' copyrights be-
long to the library or to the literacy program depending on the original agree-
ments between the writers and the sponsoring group(s).

As stated above, another possible way in which ownership might be dealt
with is to have the humanists volunteer their services in return f3,
trained to write for the adult new reader and having their materials edited and
tested. They could retain the rights and then negotiate with a pubiishers for
sale or royalty.

The question of ownership should be-settled at the time the humanist
agrees to write for the project.

Literacy Volunteers of America is interested in receiving tested manuscripts
developed by groups under this process. It wou!cl act as agent in contacting a
publisher if the materials were judged suitable.

The owner of the materials rights may wish to deal directly with a publish-
ing company. Lists of such companies can be found in bibliographies of read-
ing materials for the adult new reader such as LVA's Bibliography of Basic
Materials: Reading, English Second Language, Humanities by Barbara J.
MacDonald or the Free Library of Philadelphia Reader Development Bibliog-
raphy by Melissa Forinash Buckingham.
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COSTS AND FUNDING

COSTS
The chart,of roles and cost in terms of time on the following page allows

you to compute the approximate cost of this project for a specific program.
Costs will depend on how many of the duties will be done by volunteers,

how many of the materials and services can be covered by in-kind donations,
and for what compensation the humanist-writers are to write.

The experience of the various libraries in the two year NEH/LVA/Library
project supports the fact that volunteers can fill all the roles. The role which
was not filled by a volunteer at one or another of the libraries for this projert
was that of writer. However, at least two of the humanist-writers have con-
tinued writing for this audience, one other was hired by the library and one
library is planning to continue the project and seek humanists to volunteer
their talents in return for training and a chance to sell the resulting materials.

In addition to persoru-s1 costs, materials reproduction and incidental costs
such as phone and mail wh: come to about $300 for 5 copies of four 30-page
books.

FUNDING
Funds for the project can come from community service organizations,

church groups, Friends of Libraries, local foundations and state Humanities
grants. Do not overlook in-kind donations for items such as manuscript
reproduction (duplication), typing, space for meetings, and work space for
the PLC. These might come from the library, the literacy program and local
businesses such as print shops, law offices, and banks. Ask the members
of the library and literacy programs' boards of directors or trustees for help
and contacts with possible funding sources.

The costs and funding of the projects vary with the individual character of
the library/literacy programs which initiate it. Only by carefully analyzing
your resources (paid staff, volunteer staff, materials, in-kind donations) and
balancing them against the great need and the potential widespread effect of
the material can a decision be made to undertake the exciting humanities
materials creation project.
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Literacy-Library-Humanities Materials Creation Project

Personnel (role) Responsibilities, Duties time hours remuneration
source

of funds

Library-Literacy Coordinator
duties may be delegated to
(volunteer) staff or matenal
development project

Important to involve as many
qualified people as are
available.
inmate

Represent project to public
Select Editing
Contact and final selec.Ion of Humanists
Training of Humanists as writers
Arrange meetings

Humanists/Tutors, Learners
Oversee e production, distribution of

manuscripts
Seek funding
Make progress reports to administration

funders

2

5

5-10

10

2

7-10

10

3

Editing Committee
three members, former or
advanced learner, tutor,
someone with editing
expenence, literacy expenence

Evaluating manuscnpts
Editing of manuscnpts, to be returned to LLC

who will contact Humanists
Work with Humanists, directly

2

10 manuscript
4

Humanists
Volunteers working for
royalties, for chance to learn
skill of writing for adult new
reader, chance to have
materials tested

OR
Writers for hire

Gratuity for group meeting

Attend group meeting to explain field of
study to learners /tutors, to find out what
learners /tutors want to read

Work with small groups (learners-'tutors) on
editing, evaluating manuscripts as writing

Attend Writer's Workshop
Write two manuscripts, 40 pages each one on

1-2 level, one on 3-4 level
Rewnte manuscripts as needed, LLC and

Editing Board requirements

.

3

4
6-8

8-15, inanuscript

10, manuscripts

Tutors
Usually trained volunteers
Literacy Volunteer of
America, Inc.

Attend group meetings, encourage learners to
attend

Use manuscripts as instructional, recreational
matenals

Respond to short Questionnaire
re: Stories/essays/poems usefulness in
literacy program for adults ,,

Participate in editing meetings as asked

3

48 1/2hr lesson

1-2

1-2

Learners
Volunteers: want to learn to
read; may need to be
convinced they have ideas to
offer

Attend meetings, talk with Humanists
Suggest changes in manuscripts
Use manuscripts in tutoring sessions

2
48 1 /2hr lessons
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CONCLUSION

rroviding
stories, poems/essays for tutor/learner teams is the main point

of the project. If the leaners like the books, then they will want to read
more and reading is closer to being habitual.
However, in addition to being used by tutors/learners as instructional and
leisure reading, the finished books can be used in other ways to insure their
reaching as many tutors /learners as possible.

The Library and the Library programs could:
1) build their low reading level materials collections;
2) demonstrate the materials to adult basic education programs. This

might lead to a cooperative ventures;
3) exchange their materials creation projects, providing wider circulation

of the materials;
4) sell the book copyrights to a publisher providing wider circulation of

the materials.
The project itself has public relations potential for both the library and the

cause of literacy education. The library-literacy programs could;
1) I.,sue news releases at the beginning of the project explaining the need

for humanities materials and the problem of illiteracy;
2) Hold a "Meet the Authors" evening at the close of the project. This

could be a fund-raising event.
3) Present the completed books as an example of a successful humanities

for the adult new reader project in order to raise funds to continue to
produce more books;

4) Have a display of the materials at the library with appropriate news
releases sent to the media;

5) Have a local television presentation involving the writers and others
from the project.

Once distributed, these books will provide the thought-provoking, easily-
read materials that so many desperately need.

This initial project can grow into a source of reading Options long denied
the adult new reader.
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Appendix A
Administrative Materials

Literacy-Library-Humanities Materials Creation Project

Personnel (role) Responsibilities Duties time hours remuneration
source

of funds

Library-Literacy Coordinator Represent project to public 2
duties may be delegated to Select Editing 5

(volunteer) staff or material Contact and final selection of Humanists 5-10
development project Training of Humanists a.; writers 10

Important to involve as many
quaqualified people as are
available, LCC to coordinate,
initiate

Arrange meetings.
Humanists 'Tutors/Learners

Oversee production, distribution of
manuscripts 7-10

Seek funding 10 .
Make progress reports to administration,

funders

Editing Committee
three members, former or

Evaluating manuscripts
Editing of manuscripts, to be returned to LLC

2

advanced learner, tutor,
someone with editing
experience, literacy experience

who will contact Humanists
Work with Humanists, directly

10 manu,cnpt
4

Humanists
Volunteers working for
royalties, for chance to learn
skitf of writing for adult new

Attend group meeting to explain held o
study to learners tutors. to find out what
learners tutors want to read

Work with small groups (learners tutors) on
reader, chance to have editing, evaluating manuscripts as writing
materials tested Attend Writer's Workshop o-8

OR Write two manuscripts, 40 pages each one on
Winters for hire 1-2 level, one on 3-4 level 8-15 manuscript

Gratuity for group meeting ReiNnte manuscnpts as needed, LLC and
Editing Board requirements 10 manuscripts

Tutors Attend group meetings, encourage learners to
Usually trained volunteers attend 3
Literacy Volunteer of Use manuscripts as instructional, recreational
America, Inc matenals 48 :hr lesson

Respond to short Questionnaire
re Stones, essays 'poems usefulness in
1,teracy program for adults 1-2

Participate in editing meetings as asked 1-2

Learners Attend meetings, talk with Humanists 2

Volunteers want to learn to
read; may need to be
convinced they have ideas to
otter

Suggest changes in manuscripts
Us`2 manuscripts in tutoring sessions

48 :hr lessons
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Overall Timeline: NEH/Lfbrary/LVA Materials Development Project

ACTIVITY
MONTHS OF PROJECT

1 2 3 4
e-

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Library Commitment Library-Literacy
Coordinator named by library literacy
Administration

2 LLC to select area in the humanities and two
humanists to orient humanists to literacy
problem and low reading level materials and to
involve editing committee, tutors and learners

4(

3 Humanists to read low level (1-4 grade) adult
materials begin research on Lupus, draft a few
pages of manuscript according to principles
given

Y--X

4 LLC to conduct writer workshop for both
humanists

5 Humanists to attend writers workshop session X
6 Humanists to meet with leaners tutors, et al

a LLC set one meeting to be held by end of
month 3

b LLC set other editing meeting(s) by
mid-month 5

X

7 Humanists to writer first mansucnpt, submit to
LLC by mid-month 5 X-'4(

8 LLC and editing tommittee to give preliminary
edit to manuscripts by end of month 5 and
return to and confer with is nters (humanists)

X

9 Writers to revise and have scripts in to LLC
office by end month o earlier if possible I'

10 LLC to give final editing, production to first
nlanuscnpt

Y.

11 Optional Group meeting of tutor learner pairs,
humanists and LLC, to ortientation and use of
the books. distribute books for testing

X X
12 Writers write second manuscript submit to

LLC by end of month 8 meet with few
tutor 'learner pairs for editing as necessary,
rewrite as necessary, script by end of month 9

X-4(

13 LLC and committee) give preliminary editing
to scripts two weeks after initial submission X----71(
Return to wnters with comments

14 Writers revise and send to LLC by end of month
10 X

15 LLC give find' editing, production, to second
manuscripts X"-'/X

16 Participating tutors, learners to receive material
for Lse (testing) in regular tutorial
program-approximitely 2-3 weeks after
submitting

XX

17 Test instrument returned to LLC X
18 LLC compile data from testing instruments for

final editing with editing committee X ....X,

19 LLC and Editing Committee to make final
decision for publication (selection, format,
number) and distnbution

. XX

20 LLC contact publishers printer X X
21 Evaluate protect Begin again -X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

A-2 39



TH1NKNG IS PARC SKILL
Cr ating Mate. Is for the Adult New Reader: The Process

1. ORIGINATE
The library or literacy agency or other institution

2. SELECT 1 Library - Literacy Coordinator (LLC)

Tutor, Learner cams

TRAIN
Writers Workshop
Humanistii LLC

4. MEET
Initial Group Meeting.

humanists- wnters, LLC, tutors,
learners, others interested in

literacy matenals

Individual Meeting(s)
LLC, writers, tutors,
learners Manuscript

Acceptable

I Optional Review

NO

YES
4E1 MINN

Immo ima =me I 11111= MI= WNW

40

WRITE

Few pages for
workshop use

Tentative outline
of manuscript(s)

Few pages 1
ma.iuscri,

'41 Rewrite-1

page
mane- ,crept

Rewrite

NO

b. EDIT

1Preliminary
comments

Etht

Acceptable YES

10. LIBRARY AND LITERACY
PROGRAMS USE
1 Materials in Tutoring
2. Materials in Collection
3 Project as Public Relations
4 Project as Public Awareness
5 Project as Fund Raiser

7. PREPARE
manuscript
duplicate

NO

8. TEST-USE
Tutoi/Learner Teams

Acceptable YES

PUBLISH

or

REPRODUCE

41
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SAMPLE AGREEMENTS

AGREEMENT BETWEEN LIBRARY
AND LITERACY PROGRAMS

*

Activities, Monies, or Service In-Kind:

1) Place for initial meeting

2) Office space for LLC

3) Places for smaller, editing-meetings

4) Training of tutors (most likely to have taken place by the time the Project begins).

5) Typing help for use-test version of manuscript

6) Duplication of use est manuscripts

7) Final printing of limited copies of books

8) Names of tutor/learner pairs to participate

9) Draw up idget

10) Seek funding

11) Draw up Project timeline

12) Hire LLC

(Signed by Library Director) (Signed by Literacy Director)

'These are only models and will need to be adapted to local conditions

A-4
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JOB DESCRIPTION: Library-Literacy Coordinator

(When signed becomes agreement)

The Library-Literacy Coordinator agrees to:

1. Select the humanists/writers might be in consultation with tutors

2. Decide on the subject area and assign reading levels to the manuscripts to be written might be in consultation with
tutors.

3. Train the humanists/writers to write for the adult new reader.

4. Seek funding or in-kmd services for the various activities of processing and reproducing the manuscripts. The LLC will
also make any rc norts necessary to donors, library and literacy administrators

5.. Select the tutor-it....ner pairs to use-test the manuscripts prior to their final revision and reproduction as books.

6. Select the editing committee which will edit the materials and making suggestions to the writers. The I.LC has final
responsibility for editing the material.

(Signed by LLC) (Signed by Library Representative)

JOB DESCRIPTION: Humanist-Writer

(signed/dated becomes agreement)

Date Date

(Signed by literacy Program Representative)

Date

The writer agrees to:

1. Attend a Writer's V%,'orkshop given by the LLC.

2. Attend an initial meeting of tutors, learners, other literacy workers, library people and others, such as trustees and board
members interested in literacy and materials creation;

3. Talk to the audience about their humanities fields and tell them what they could write about ,ey are to encourage the
learners to discuss what they want to read about in the humanist's subject area.

4. Write a few pages of a first draft to be tested it meetings with a few tutor-learner pairs prior to writing a whole first draft
manuscript.

5. Meet with a few tutor-learner pairs to discuss the first draft; listen to learners read the first draft, plan the revisior of the
total mandkript accordingly.

6. Obser'e a tutoring session.

7. Write two 4(c.page manuscripts at the reading level designated by the TIC.

8. Meet deadlines for drafts, for meetings with tutor-learner pairs, for rewrites and final deadlines.

9. Rewrite manuscript until deemed acceptable by LLC.

Supervision: Responsible to LLC

Remuneration: Volunteer/training/or $ per manuscript/S for meetings

(Signed by Humanist-Writer) (Signed by LLC)

et Date

A-5 43
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JOB DESCRIPTION: Editor

The Editor agrees to

1. Read the original manuscripts and comment on them as to changes to be made.

2. Read the re-written manuscripts, making actual changes to make the reading level and style appropriate for the adult new
reader.

3 Give a final editing to the manuscript prior to its final typing for test-use by the selected tutor/learner pairs.

4. Report to the LLC.

5. Teach the writing workshop if the LLC of a given project wishes to delegate this role.

6 Take responsibility for conve.,ing the editing committee and communicating their actions to the writers (or to the LLC if the
LLC is the one who taught the writing workshop).

Supervision: Responsible to LLC

Remuneration: Volunteer training/experience

(signed by Editor) (Signed by LLC)

Date Date

JOB DESCRIPTION: Editing Member

The Editing Committee Member agrees to:

1. Read the original manuscripts and comment on them as to changes to be made.

2. Read the re-written manuscripts, making actual changes to make the reading level and style appropriate for the adult new
reader.

3. Give a final editing to the manuscript prior to its final typing for test-use by the selected tutor/learner pairs.

4. Report to the LLC or to the person the LLC has designated Editor for the Project. f_:,

Supervision: Responsible to Editor (if any) or LLC

Remuneration: Volunteer

(Signed by
Editing Committee Member)

Date

(Signed by LLC)
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TUTOR AGREEMENT

The tutor agrees to:

1 Attend an initial group meeting and encourage the learner to take part in the discussion of material they want to read
about.

2. Attend at least two additional meetings with the humanists to comment on draft materials

3. Allow the humanist to observe a tutoring session.

4. Use the books once they have been edited and are in final typed manuscript form as part of their regular lesson for six
months.

5. Answer a short questionnaire indicating the degree of interest and usefulness for instruction and leisure reauing of each
book or story.

Supervisor: Responsible to LLC

Remuneration: Use of the book

(signed by tutor)

LEARNER AGREEMENT

(signed by LLC)

Date Date

Th.- learner agrees to:

1. Attend an initial group meeting and take part in the discussion telling the'humanist what he/she would like to read:

-2. Attend at least two additiopAl meetings with the humanists to comment on draft materials.

3. Allow the humanist to observe a tutonng session.

4. Use the books once they have been edited and are in final typed manuscript form as part of their regular lesson for six
months

5. Answer a short questionnaire indicating the degree of Interest andusefulness for instruction and leisure reading of each
book or story.

6. Comment on books for further editing if necessary

Supervisor. Responsible to LLC

Remuneration: Use of the book

(signed by learner) (signed by LLC)

Date Date

15
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Workshop Handouts

1. Examples of writing to be edited

2. Edited version of same sample writing (See Appendix B)

3. Additional copies of writing principles (See Appendix B)

4. Schedule for the day

5 Names and addresses of those participating in the project

6. A list of deadlines (a timeline See Appendix A)

7. A copy of the chapter on Teaching Writing for the Adult New Reader

Workshop Schedule ,

1. Introduction of participants

2. Orientation to the project

3. Presentation of local program, tutors, learners' descriptions

4. Presentation of needs of learners for materials. This should be done by an experience tutor.

5. Presentation of sample of existing matenals

6. Presentation of principles discussion

7. Individual work on sample manuscripts for editing and re-working

8. Break for lunch

9. Individual work on own manuscripts and on other writers' manuscripts in light of morning's discussion

10. Group work on each other's materials

11. Discussion of group meeting's purpose

12. Evaluation

46
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GUIDELINES
For Writing:

The following guidelines were adapted from materials written by Kurt Vonnegut Jr., novelist, and Edward J. Thompson,
editor, Reader's Digest, for International Paper Company; and Marion Van Horne, Intermedia; and from personal experience.
There are other lists of principles available in English composition texts, but these are used because they are brief, clear,
explicit, and they work.

V L FIND A SUBJECT YOU CARE ABOUT.
It's common sense: If you find a topic boring, that
attitude will come across and probably bore your
readers. But if you care about something and you
want others to care about it too, your enthusiasm
and genuineness will give life to you writing. Be-
fore beginning to write, list six specific ideas, beliefs
or principles that you care about and want your
readers to care about. .

2. OUTLINE WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY.
Know where you want to begin and where you
want to end before you begin to write.
Think about one of th9se things you care about
Form a specific theme you want to develop. Then
list all the points you need to make. Put each point
on a separate card. Sort the cards into piles, each
pile containing related points. Arrange the piles of
cards into sequence according to a logical, under-
standable ordenng.
Then within each pile, sequence the cards in a logi-
cal understandable order You may find that each
pile will represent a paragraph or a whole one-to-
three page chapter or essay in the low reading level
humanities material you are writing.

3. START WHERE YOUR READERS ARE.
You are writing for adults yet they have very limited
knowledge of your subject This means you should
begin with a concrete, everyday situation and ex-
pand on that. One of the best devices is to begin
with a dialogue and set up a vignette in which the
value, question or fact comes up in the action
portrayed. Or you might connect your subject with
a recent news story, something which illustrates
your point, and is already familial-. In any case, re-
member your main purpose is to explain some-
thing, not show how smart you are.

4. INDIVIDUALIZE YOUR APPROACH.
Probably the main question readers ask is "What
has all this to do with me?" They should get their
answer quickly. They must feel that this informa-
tion ties in with their own needs and their own inter-
ests.
Individualization is especially important if you
want your reader to act. Use examples and illustra-
tions, personal pronouns and familiar words to
make the information more stirring and concrete.
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5. MAKE YOUR WRITING PERSONAL.
Use direct address whenever' possible. This will
make your writing interesting and more easily un-
derstood This can also be done by using many per-
sonal pronouns and propernouns.

6. KEEP YOUR WRITING SIMPLE. AVOID
JARGON. USE FAMILIAR WORD
COMBINATIONS.
These injunctions all point out that you want to
communicate something to your readers and that
elaborate, specialized words and syntax won't ac-
complish it. Vonnegut points to Shakespeare's to
be or not to be" and the Biblical -In the beginning
God created the heavens and the earth." Thompson
ports to E.D. Roosevelt's rewriting of "We are en-
deavoring to construct a more inclusive society" to
"We're going 'e-, make a country in which no one is
left out."

7. USE EASY WORDS.
It is nice to show that you know all sorts of delicate
nuances in the language, but in most cases this is
unnecessary. Use words that are simple and famil-
iar Writing simply, however, does not mean talking
down to your readers. Rather, it means making
your reader's job as easy as possible. Your job is to
express ideag rather than to impress people with the
size of your vocabulary

8. USE CONCRETE WORDS AND
PHRASES.
The poet Horace wrote this way. He did not speak
of love, but of a particular girl He did not speak of
the austere life of old Italy, but of sons carrying fire- ,

wood He did not speak of tranquility but of sheep
at a river bank without a breath of wind.

9. USE ACTIVE VERBS.
this will make your sentences move and give action
and direction to your writing. Whenever possible
avoid the use of all forms of the verb "to be" (i.e is,
are, was, were, etc.) This is the weakest verb in the
English language for it says nothing of itself. All it
does is join two ideas together with colorless glue.
"There are over 23 million adults in the U S A who
cannot read" vs. "Over 23 million adults in the
U.S.A. cannot read
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10. USE ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
SPARINGLY.
Most adjectives and adverbs weaken a sentence.
Sometimes they are needed to complete a meaning,
but they should always be used with discretion. Ad-
lectives and adverbs can be reduced by choosing
nouns so carefully that they need little auxiliary
help to convey your meaning

11. DEFINE TECHNICAL TERMS AND
SPECIALIZED WORDS.
To guarantee understanding, all such terms should
be put across by build-up, explanation, repetition,
emphasis. New terms should be carefully intro-
duced by using them in conjunction with familiar
ideas.

12. USE ONE IDEA PER SENTENCE.
The dictionary defines a sentence as a group of
words conveying a complete thought Too many
ideas per sentence ke taking too many mouthfuls
of food The reader gets mental indigestion. When
in doubt about a sentence, break your idea into two
or three more sentences. View your sentence struc-
ture with the eye of your readers. They do not want
to get lost in a labyrinth of words. Nor do they want
to oe rushed through sentences of only three of four

words. The average ser / ence should be short, under
twelve words if possible. However, a series of 10-
word sentences can be as dull as long ones Variety
is needed for a change of reading pace.

13. STICK TO THE POINT. SAY EXACTLY
WHAT YOU MEAN TO SAY -BUT NO
MORE THAN THAT.
You will be tempt "d to add details, to elaborate.
Your outline will-help here. If you want to add, see if
it's in your outline. If not, should It be added? If
you're getting off the track, throw it out or save it
for another story. Be especially suspicious of the
more beloved of your sentences. They are the prime
candidates for deletion.

14. USE OVERT CONNECTIVES.
Although the use of connectives such as "but", "or',
"and", "therefore" will make sentences longer, their
use helps new readers in following the flow of a
written argument.

15. LINK PARAGRAPHS TOGETHER.
Whether each paragraph is a single unit of thought
or not, strive for an easy transition between para-
graphs. Linking words often help here. There are
many but the most common are: therefore, how-
ever, so, as a result, in conclusion.

Wnting for the adult new reader calls for special attention to meaning and sentence structure. A simple and easy flow of
related ideas using good transition is essential to easy reading.

For judging a Manuscript
Here are some questions to ask yourself before and after writing your manuscript.

AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE
1. For whom is my material written?
2. What is its central ideal What are the main points I'm

trying to get across?
3 What is my purpose in writing this manuscript?

LOGIC
1. Are the ideas presented in logical order? That is, can the

reader follow me easily, step by step?
2 Have I used connecting words to carry my ideas for-

ward?
3. Have I developed one main point per story?
4. Is each idea central to my main point?
5. Is each idea clearly developed and explained? Are there

good transitions between different ideas?
6. Have I used enough explanatory material? Too much?

BREAKING-UP OF MATERIAL
1. Are my sentences uncomplicited7
2. Are my paragraphs short?
3. Are important points emphasized sufficiently?

B-3

VOCABULARY
1. Have I used familiar words wherever possible?
2. Have I omitted unnecessary technical words?
3. Have I explained any needed technical language?
4. Have I repeated sufficiently any unfamiliar words?

INDIVIDUALIZATION
1. Does my writing have a warm, friendly tone?
2. Have I written in the way I would talk to somebody in

informal conversation?
3. Are the problems or situations considered in terms of

people rather than abstractions and technicalities?
4. Have I used concrete examples wherever I could?
5. Do I usually go from the specific to the general, rather

than in the reverse order?

OVER-ALL VIEW
1. Does my material look !ike easy reading?
2. Does it satisfactorily explain to the reader what I wish to

convey?
3. Will it leave the reader with the feeling: "I want_ to know

more about this subject?"



How to write with style
By Kurt Vonnegut

V

International Paper asked Kurt Vonney.,n4t, author
,4 mu_ h rulels a.. "\laiie,hteriu iitNe- e,- "huibird"
and Vat's ( to tell Nint h. nt to nIT

ses,le and pliM rtklilIN Intl/Elena-W.1g uuTac

Newspaper reporters and re' hrucal
writers are trained to reveal almost
nothing about themselves in
their writings. This makes them
freaks in the world of writers, since
almost all of the other ink-stained
wretches in that world reveal a lot
about themselves to readers. We
call these revelations, accidental
and intentional, elements of style.

These revelations tell us as
readers what sort of person it is
with whom we are spending time.
Does the writer sound ignorant or
informed, stupid or bright, crooked
or honest, humorless or playful ?

And on and on.
-Why should you examine your

writing style with the idea of Im-
proving it? Do so as a mark of re-
spect for your readers, whatever
you're writing. If you scribble your
thoughts any which way, your
readers will surely feel that 'y ou
nothing about them. They will
mark you down as an egomaniac
or a chowderhead or, worse, they
will stop reading you.

The most damning revelation
you can make about yourself is that
you do not know what is inter-
esting and what is not. Don't you
yourself like or dislike writers

mainly for what they choose to
show you or make you think about?
Did you ever admire an empty-
headed Writer for his or her mastery
of the ianguage? No.

So your own winning style must
begin with ideas in your head.

1. Find a subject you care about
Find a subject you care about

and which you in your heart feel
others should care about. It is this_.'
genuine caring, and not your
games with language, which will
he the most compelling and seduc-
tive element in your style.

I am not urging you to write a
novel, by the way although I
would not be sorry if you wrote
one, provided you genuinely cared
about something. A petition to the
mayor about a pothole in front
of your house or ;I love letter to
the girl next door will do.

2. Do not ramble, though
I won't ramble on about th.a.

3. Keep it simple
As for your use of language.

Remember that two great masters
of language, William Shakespeare
and James Joyce, wrote sentences
which were almost childlike
when their subjects were most
profound. "To be or not to be?"
asks Shakespeare's Hamlet.
The longest word is three
letters long. Joyce, when he
was frisky, could put
together a sentence
as intricate and as
glittering as a neck-
lace for Cleopatra,
but my favorite
sentence in his short
story "Eveline" is this
one: "She was tired."
At that point in the
story, no other words
could break the heart
of a reader as those
three words do.
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Simplicity of language is not
only reputable, but perhaps even
sacred. The Bible opens with a
sentence well within the writing
skills of a lively fourteen-year-old:
"In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth."

4. Have the guts to cut
It may be that you, too -ire

capable of making necklaces for
Cleopatra, so to speak. But your
eloquence 'amid he the servant of
the ideas in your head. Your rule
might he this. If a sentence, no
matter how evellent, does not il-
luminate your subject in some
new and usetul way, scratch it out.

5. Sound rike yourself
The writing style which is most

natural for you is bound to echo
the speech you heard when a child.
English was the novelist Joseph
Conrad's third languagemd much
that seems piquant in his use of
English was no doubt colored by
his first language, which was Pol-
ish. And lucky indeed is the writer
who has grown up in Ireland, for
the English spoken there is so
amusing and musical. I myself grew

up iii Indianapolis,
where common

speech sounds
like a hand
saw cutting
galvanized tin,

Should I
act upon the

urgings that I feel,
or remain passive

and thus cease
to exist ?

10011_.16.

To be
or not
to be?

IN

"Keep a simple Shakespeare dui, with liamlet's knows soliloquy



meant them to say. ,My teachers
wished me to write accurately,
always selecting the most effective
words, and relating the words to

one another unambiguously,
rigidly, like parts of a machine

The teachers did not want to
turn me into an Englishman
after all. They hoped that I

would become understandable
- and therefore understood._

And there went my dream of
doing with words what Pablo
Picasso did with paint or what
any number of jazz idols did
with music. If I broke all the
rules of punctuation had

words mean whatever I wanted
them to mean, and strung them
together higgledy-piggleir.I would
simply not be understood. So you,
too, had better avoid Picasso-style
or jazz-style writing, if you have
something worth saying and
wish to be understood.

Readers want our pages
to look very much like pages

I h' Irk Ile, 01 N1,147 Sett If a sou. dtk's rbrI 11114

ur sink Ilt LITIki Il seild t4 Strakh
77117klIC

tent
and employs a vocabulary as unor-
namental as a monkey wrench.

In some of the more remote
hollows of Appalachia, children
still grow up hearing songs and lo-
cutions of Elizabethan times. Yes,
and many Americans grow up
hearing a language other than
English, or an English dialect a
majority of Americans cannot un-
derstand.

All these varieties of speech
are beautiful, just as the varieties of
butterflies are beautiful. No matter
what your first language, you
should treasure it all your life. If it
happens not to be standard En-
glish, and if it shows itself when
you write standard English, the re-
sult is usually delightful, like a very
pretty girl with one eye that is
green and one that is blue.

I myself find that I trust my
own writing most, and others seem
to trust it most, too, when I sound .
most like a person from Indianapo-
lis, which is what I am. What al-
ternatives do I have? The one most
vehemently recommended by
teachers has no doubt been pressed
on you, as well: to write like
cultivated Englishmen of a century
or more ago.

6. Say what you mean to say
I used to be exasperated by

such teachers, but am no more. I
understand now that all those an-
tique essays and stories with which
I was to compare my own work
were not magnificent for thew dat-
edness or foreignness, but for say-
ing precisely what their authors

they have seen before.
Why? This is because
they themselves have
a tough job to do, and
they need all the help
they can get from us.

7. Pity the readers
They have to

identify thousands of
little marks on paper,
and make sense of
them immediately.
They have to read, an
art so difficult that most people don't
really master it even after having
studied it all through grade school
and hjgh school twelve long years.

So this discussion must finally
acknowledge that our stylistic
options as writers are neither nu-
merous nor glamorous, since our
readers are bound to be such
imperfect artists. Our audience
requires us to be sympathetic and
patient teachers, ever willing to
simplify and clarify whereas we
-.ould rather soar high above the
crowd, singing like nightingale

That is the had news. The
good news is that we Americans
are governed under a unique
constitution, which allows us to
write whatever we please without
fear of punishment. So the most
meaningful aspect of our styles,
which is what we choose to write
about, is utterly unlimited.

8. For really detailed advice
For a discussion of literary style

in a narrower sense, in a more
technical sense, I commend to
your attention Thi! Elements of Style,

by William Strunk, Jr., and E.B.
White (Macmillan, 1979)

E.B. White is, of
course, one of the
most admirable lit-
erary stylists this
country has so far
produced,

You should realize,
too, that no one
would care how well
or badly Mr. White
expressed himself,
if he did not have
perfectly enchanting
things to say.

"Pick a subject N. al care so deeply about
that ,ittit'd speak soaplxix about a"

Years ago, International Paper sponsored a series of advertisements,
"Send me a man who reads," to help make Americans more
aware of the value of reading.

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there
is more need than ever before for all of us to read better, write
better, and communicate better. International Paper offers this new
series in the hope that, even in a small way, we can help.

For reprints of this advertisement, write; "Powerpf the
Printed Word," International Paper Co., Dept. 5- , P.O. Box 900,
Elmsford, New York 10523. Nf 4.4,014A, PAN

eINTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
We believe in the power of the printed word.

Printed in U.S. on International Pape Company's Springhill* Offset, basis 60 lb.
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VA/ to write clearly
By Edward T. Thompson
Editor -in- Chief. Reader's Digest

j
nternational Paper asked.Edward T Thompson

to share some of what he has learned in nineteen
years with Reader's Digest, a maga:int famous
for making complicated subject, understandable
to millions of readests

If you are afraid to write, don't he.
If you think you've got to string

together big fancy words and nigh-
flying phrases, forget it.

To write well. unless you aspire
to be a professional poet or novel-
ist, you only need to get your ideas
across simply and clearly

It's not easy. But it is easier
than you might imagine.

There are only three basic
requirements:

First, you must want to Write
clearly. And I believe you really do,
it you've stayed this far with me.

Second, you must he willing to
work hard. Thinking means work-
and that's what it takes to do
anything well.

Third, you must know and fol-
low some basic guidelines.

If, while you're writing for clar-
ity, some lovely; dramatic or
inspired phrases or sentences come
to you, fine. Put them in.

But then with cold, objective
eyes and mind ask yourself: "Do
they detract from clarity?" It they
do, grit your teeth and cut the frills.

Follow some basic
guidelines

I can't give you a complete list of

"dos and don'ts" for every writing
problem you'll ever face.

But I can give you some funda-
mental guidelines that cover the
most common problems.
1. Outline what you want to say.

1 know that sounds grade-
schoolish, But you can't write clearly
until, before you start, you know
where you will stop.

Ironically, that's even a problem
in writing an outline (i.e., knowing
the ending before you begin).

So try this method:

On 3 fix 5 "cards, write-one
point to a card -alt the points you
need to make.

Divide the cards into piles-one
pile for each group of points closely
related to each other. (If you were
describing an automobile, you'd
put all the points about mileage in
one pile, all the points about safety
in another,'and s') on.).

Arrange your piles of points in
a sequence. Which are most
important and should he given first
or saved for last? Which must you
present before others in order to'
make the others understandable?

Now, within each pile, do the
same thing-arrange the points in
logical, understandable order

There you have your outline,
needing only an introduction and
conclusion.

This is a practical way to out-
line. It's also flexible. You can
add, delete or change the location
of points easily.

2. Start where your readers are.
How much do they know

about the subject? Don't
write to a level higher
than your readers'
knowledge of it.

CAUTION: Forget
that old-and wrong-
advice about writing to
a 12-year-old rrientality.
That's insulting. But do
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remember that your prithe purpose
is to explain something, not prove
that you're smarter than your readers.
3. Avoid jargon.

Don't use words, expressions,
phrases known only to people with
specific knowledge or interests.

Example: A scientist, using sci-
entific jargon, wrote, "The biota
exhibited a one hundred percent
mortality response." He could have
written: "All the fish died."
4. Use familiar combinations
of words.

A speech writer for President
Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote, "We are
endeavoring to construct a more
inclusive society" F.D.R. changed <,

it to, "We're going 'to make a countt-y,
in which no one is left out."

CAUTION. By familiar com-
binations of words, I do not mean
incorrect grammar. That can he
unclear. Example: John's father
iys he can't go out Friday (Who

can't go out? John or his father ?)
5. Use "first-degree" words.

These words immediately bring
an image to your mind. Other
words must he "translated"

through the first-
-, degree word

before you see

"Outline for clarity Write
your points on 3"x 5"
cardsone point to a card

Then vow can easily add to,
or change the order of
points-even delete some



"Gnt your teeth and cut the frills MO one of the suggestions I offer here to help you mite clearly
They cover the most common problems And they're all easy to follow

the image. Those are second /third-
degree words.

r.st- degree words

face--
stay-
book

Second /third - degree words

visage countenance

abide, remain, reside

volume tome publication

First-degree words are usually
the most precise words, too.

6. Stick to the point. ,-
Your outline which was more

work in the beginningnow saves
you work. Because now you can
ask about any sentence you write:
"Does it relate to a point in the
outline? If it doesn't, should I add
it to the outline? If not, I'm getting
off the track." Then, full steam-
aheadon the main
7. Be as brief as possible:

Whatever you write, shorten-
ingcondensingalmost always
makes it tighter. straighter, easier
to read and understand.

Condensing, as Reader's Digest
does it, is in large :art artistry. But
it involves techniques that anyone
can learn and use

Present your points in logical ABC
order: Here again, your outline
should save you work because, if
you did it right, your points already
stand in logical ABC order A
makes B understandable, B makes
C understandable and so on. To
write in a straight line 's to say
something clearly in the fewest
possible words.

Don't racists tvords telling people
Out they already know: Notice how
we edited this: "Have you ever

wondered how banks rate you as a
credit risk ? YotrIentw4-4-etitirse;

itbotirtyottr-irsermeryektritkr;miti
-scron,-Bat-aettittily; any banks
have a scoring system...."

Cut out excess evidence and
unnecessary anecdotes: Usually, one
fact or example (at most, two) will
support a point. More just belabor
it. And while writing about some-

(he biota exhibited a.\
100% mortality response

thing may remind you of a good
story, ask yourself: "Does it really
help to tell the story, of does it slow
me. down ?"

(Many people think Reader's
Digest articles are filled with anec-
dotes. Actually, we use them spar-
ingly and usually for one of two
reasons: either the subject is so dry
it needs some "humanity" to give
it lite; or the subject is so hard to
grasp, it needs anecdotes to help
readers understand. It the subject
is both lively and easy to grasp, we
move right along. )

Look fir the most comtnon u,ord
misters: windy phrases.

Windy phrases Cut to .

at the present time now

in the event of - if
in the majority of instances usually

Look for .pcissive verbs you can
make active:Invariably, this pro-
duces a shorter sentence. "The
cherry' tree uses chopped down by
George Washington." (Passive
verb and nine words. ) "George
Washington chopped down the
cherry tree." (Active verb and
seven woids. )

Look fa positive hiegative,sections
from tthich you can cut the negative:
See how we did it here:"The answer

Wnting clearly means avoang jargon Why didn't
he just say. "All the fish died'"

av-
ing enough people to do the job."

Finally, to write more clearly by
saying it in fewer words: when you've
finished, stop.
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ORIGINAL MATERIAL Ethics

Chad Green was 3 years old. He had a kind of cancer called leukemia.

Doctors at the hospital in Massachusetts treated Chad with chemotherapy.

Chad's parents didn't think he was getting well, and they decided

to give him a drug call Laetrile. La/e/trile. It is made from apricot

pits. But it is not a legal drug in Massachusetts, and the hospital

would not allow Chad to take it. The doctors thought that it would

\

harm Chad to take the drug, because the drug also had a poison in it.

The parents decided tb take Chad out of the hospital and took him to

Mexico, where he could have the drug. They believed that Chad would

get better with that drug. The doctors at the hospital, and many

other doctors in Massachusetts also believed the drug was bad. That

it would hurt Chad, perhaps kill him if he took it. Also, it was

against the law in the State of Massachusetts. Now, were the parents

right? They thought they were. It was their child, and they of

course, wanted what was best for him.

Here is a case where there is a conflict. There are two very

different opinions; in fact the two are opposite opinions. Which is

right? Who has the authority we talked about? Chad Green's parents

decided to take him away from the Law. They took him to Mexico

where there were doctors who were willing to give Chad the drug. They

wanted him to get well, and they believed they were doing the right

thing.

Poor little Chad Green died. We will never know now whether

the State was right or the Greens were right, will we? And that is a

problem which wasn't easy for anyone.



Who is Right?

Chad Green was 3 years old. He'had a type of cancer

called leukezlia. Doctorsat the hospital in Massachusetts

treated Chad with a lot of chemicals. The chemicals made him

feel sick.

Chad wes not getting better. His parents decided to

give him a drug called laetrila. The drug is made from apricot

pits. It has a p8ison in it. It is not legal to use the drug

in Massachusetts. The hospital would not allow Chad to take

it. The doctors thought it would harm Chad might even kill

him.

Chad's parents took him to Mexico, where they could get

laetrile. They believed the drug would ru.,:e, Chad get better.

They did not think he'd get better with 1 e chemical treatment.

Soy ie people don't.

Were the parents right to give Chad laetrile? They

thought they were. He was their child, and' -they wanted what

was best for him.

Here is a case where there is a conflict. There ore

two opposite opinions. Which is right? Who hasth_ right to

decide? The state law says one th!rig. Tne parents SOY

another thing.

Chad Green died. We will never know now whether the

state was right or the Greens were right.

2
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UNEDITED COPY

Your Life, Your Mind

VALUES/ETHICS
' -2-

right to ou and did not do you any,yood, but it was supposed

(sup - posed) to be for your wn good?
C H A tu 0

As we grow up, we meet other big people who have power (pow-er)

over us. We go from home to church, and the preacher (preach-r)

and the deacons (dea -tons) and the elders (el-ders) are the pig

people in our lives. We go from home to school, arc the big people

in our lives are the teachers and the principal (prineei-pal). We v

get sick in the bcdy or confused in the mind. Then the doctor

(doc-tor) or the psychologist (psy-chol-o-gist) is the big person
=.7

(per-son) in our lives. We get a job and the boss is the
yib-son. We need better schools or more garbage (gar-bage) pickkups

or someone to catch the person who broke into our louse, so then

the politicians (p-li-fi-ciAns) and the police become big eeople

in our lives.

Nows let us go over where we started. A fight has been going

on a long, lona time. One side in the fight is peopl' who want

you to do what they say do. Another side is people who want you

to be free to make up your own mind.

As you get older and learn more, the big people you knew first

do not have as much say over you as they did when you were small.

You are opposed to start making k up your own mind about things

like what to take in school and who to be friends with and what kinc

of work you want to do. You always respect (re-spect) your mother

or father and whomever was good to you or helped you. But you make

up your own mind about more and more things.

Yet other 0.g 2eople in your life often take over where your

first tlig fleoloPple leave off. B40 .
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YOUR LIFE, YOUR MIND

Chapter Two lin
AMUUCA

As we grow UP), we meet other people who have power over

us. They are the new Big people in ourlives. We go from

home to church. The preacher, the deacons, and the elders

become the Pig people in our lives We go from home to

school. The teachers and the principal are the Big people.

We get sick. We get confused in our minds. Then the

doctors are the Big people. They have power in our lives.

We get a job and our boss is the person with vwer.

We need better schools or roads. The politicians have the

power to fix them. We need protection from crooks. The

police have the power to protect us.

All these people are Big people in our lives. All these

People have power to tell us how to act.

You grow UP, You make UP Your own mind about things.

Your want to make UP your own mind about what to believe.

.
You want to make UP Your own mind about what to do. But

people still want to tell you what to do.

There is a fight going on. Some people want us to do

things their Way. Some People want us to make UP our own

minds.' We are in the middle.

3
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PAGE 9

PRELIMINARY EDITING AUTHOR'S FIRST SCRIPT

MIKE'S-SON 1958

Mike's son kept his love of lookihg

out of the cracked window of his bedroom o to his father's garden. Th

eye of the child saw his neighborhood wi Aination full of tomatoes,

grapes and pears, streets and sidewalks. It was a child's imagining;'

he was hardly aware of himself as separate from his parents and hum

the streets

He ha

people on the streets.,
u.)G.VA.1u)h

hi Ar1670116itebanla\his_fatnerl--

everywhere as a child; Street and dow , nto homes

and shops and vellipt4,t-hla. And he sat with his mother for hours

at the kitchen table listening to stories.

his parent eir values and their humor, Bowe

-spr-ing-Migthrcrugh-ttre-trrands-e-r-virre,. It all flowed into him, the

neirnbohood, and later in life it seamed that he knew himself best by

remembering it all, and writing about it.

His father died when he was twentytwo, ark lSAiere was no other

separation before like this. And the boy was never the same,

and yet he was the same. He had written things down, the momements

of joy and love, ever lince he was a teenager. and now, a year after

the death of his father, he looked back over the bits of writing and promised

himself to try to write a book one day about these loves. An in the book,

at least, it would not be Time that ruled Life, but the hand that

wrote the book
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INTRODUCTION

MIKE'S SON 1958 bx I

Mike's son always loved lookIng-out of the cracked window

of his bedroom. The son saw his neighborhood with an

imagination full of tomatoes, grapes and pears. It was a

child's imagining. He did not think of himself as separate

from his parents and home, or from the streets and the people

on the streos,

He had walked with his father everywhere as a child, They

had walked UP Mohawk Street and down, and into horiles and shops

and mills. He had sat with.his mother for hours at thelcitchen

table listening to stories, The imaginations of his parents,

and their values and their humor, hcd delighted him. It had

all flowed, into him. Later fn life he knew himself best when

he remembered it all. He knew himself best when he wrote about

it.

His father died when the son was twenty-two. There was no

other separation before like this.

And the boy was never the same. And yet he was the same,

He had written things down ever since he KIS a teenager. And

4now, a year after the death of his father, he looked back over

the bits of writing, He promised himself to try to write a book

day about these loves.

This is a part of that book.

B-13
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Appendix B
Writing Workshop Material

Workshop

Date

The thing(s) I found most helpful was (were):

The thing(s) I found least helpful was (were):

I wish we had spent more time discussing:

Additional comments:
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Appendix C
Evaluation

MEETING QUESTIONNAIRE

TUTOR: Please list student's
READ level on their
paper

ESL
..

Basic Reading

Tutor Confidential

1. Did the student seem to enjoy the discussion?

2. What did you like about the discussion?

3. What didn't you like about the discussion?

Speaker's Name

Subject

Place

Date

Time

Yes No Why do you say this?

4. Was your student involved ir the discussion? Not at all made a comment

made several comments asked a question(s)

Talked to me but not to the group student did not attend

5. What do you feel was the speaker's attitude toward the student. Why do you say this?

6. Do you feel there was any need for visual aids? _Yes No Why?

7. Anything else you want to say? Use the back of the paper, if needed.
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Appendix C
Evaluation

MEETING QUESTIONNAIRE

STUDENT CONFIDENTIAL

ESL Place Date

Basic Reading Speaker's Name

RL
1. Did you like the way the speaker talked to the audience? __Yes No Why?

2. Are you interested in what the speaker talked about? Yes No

.3. Do you want to know more about what the speaker talked about?
Why?

Yes No

4. Did you talk to the speaker during the discussion? Yes No

Did you talk to the speaker after the discussion? Yes No Why?

5. Did you talk to your tutor about what the speaker said? _Yes No

6. Do you feel you are able to help the speaker in planning the stories?
In what way? How?

7. Do you want to read the story when it's finished?

Yes No

Yes No Why?

8. What things would you like to read about that you can't find stories about now?

9. Any thing else you want to say? Use the back of the paper, if needed.

C-2
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Appendix C
Evaluation

MEETING

kr,
0,4111 '
AMERICA

GENERAL AUDIENCE Speaker's Name

Subject Date

Place Time
Occupation

1. How did the writer present the discussion? informally formally.
Write in any additional comments.

2. What was the attitude of the writer to the students?

3. What did you like about the discussion?

4. What didn't you like about the discussion?

5. Cid you feel that the students enjoyed the discussion?

62
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Appendix C
Evaluation

MEETING

Writers

(Use back of sheet if more Name Place
space is needed)

Date Topic

1. How do you feel about your discussion meeting?

dissatisfied somewhat satisfied satisfied very satisfied Why?

2. How did you feel about the student participation?

___dissatisfied somewhat satisfied satisfied very satisfied Why?

3. What methods do you recommend to encourage students/tutors to express their opinions?

4. What factors did you consider in choosing your topic before the discussion?

5. How, if at all, has the discussion modified your topic?

6. What relationship, if any, does your topic have to the local geographic area?

7. How, if at all, has the discussion helped you decide the reading level at which to write your
manuscript?

not at all confirmed what I chose I changed it to level 1-2

I changed at to level 3-4

8. What factors did you consider in preparing for your discussion?

9. Did you feel the need for visual aids? Yes _No If so, what kind?
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Appendix C
Evaluation

Date

TUTOR QUESTIONNAIRE CONFIDENTIAL Library

(Fill out this form) (ahem dphoi ri" 411 five it'ou AL, s itel , po e .01 )

TITLE AUTHOR

1. Did you find the readings worthwhile?

Very worthwhile Somewhat worthwhile Not at all worthwhile

2. Did it add to your appreciation or understanding of the subject?

A great deal Somewhat Not at all

3. Did it add to your student's appreciation or understanding of the subject?

A great deal Somewhat Not at all Don't know

4. Do you tl- ink the book is appropriate for adults? Yes No

5. How useful did you find it for teaching basic reading?

Very useful Somewhat useful Not useful

6. In what ways did you use the chapters in tutoring? Check more than one if appropriate.

Phonics Student read it away from class

Words in-Pattern Student and I read it together

Sight Words Used it to stimulate discussion

Read it to student Used it to stimulate student's writing

_Student read it to me Other

7. Did the student finish reading the whole (story , poem, book
Yes No If not, why not?

words too difficult _topic not of interest

Story poorly written story too easy

Sentences too complex Other

8. How long did it take the student to read each (CA it. p i- e r,
ap p Pox I rina.+E. APIs w & r .

S+0 ry poe,v%)

TUTOR BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Last level of school completed

Number of hours you have tutored Number of students you have tutored

C-5
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Appendix C
Evaluation

Date

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE Library

Title (4 ilbri er "Say or poen, or whole book ef aPpropricat) Author

1. Did you like (i., L c wr;+es 'In ,ghat the .subject -of -Hie story, poem etc. is

very much a little more not much more

2. Do you know more about (i. L C wry #e S f el +41e 3s4' bjecl" .F 4he dory ,pee^q,ekis)

much more a little more not much more

3,-fory
3. Do you think this book is for adults? Yes No

poem
4. Did'it help you to learn to read? Yes No

book,
5. Do you want to read other stories like these? `A s No

p OW

6. Do you think you will talk with other people about this book? Yes

7. Which (chatters, paps did yo t4 P.n.s 5 la)
,

No

STUDENT BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Last level of school completed Number of hours in tutorial program

What language(s) does the student speak?

Student's READ level at beginning of Project: READ Test: Part 3 only Date of test

A. Word Recognition

B. Reading Comprehension

C. Listening Comprehension

Student's READ level at completion of Project: READ Test: Part 3 only Date of test

A. Word Recognition

B. Reading Comprehension

C. Listening Comprehension

Give READ Test only twice: Once at beginning Project/again at end of Project

C-6
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